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Paul Pfingst, District Attorney 
St. John's University 
The District 
Attorney 
I n 1994; Paul Pfingst ran against a · twenty-four year incumbent for the of-
fice of Dis-trict Attorney and won. The 
beginning of Pfingst's term in office approxi-
mately coincided with sweeping changes in 
criminal law in California. The passage of 
"Three Strikes" legislation, and more recently, 
the lowering of the age of adult accountabil- · 
ity for juveniles, point to an ever-increasing 
focus on punishment and incarceration. 
The D.A. recently spoke with Motions 
about these changes in criminal law, and 
his goals as District Attorney. 
"I defined for my staff three priorities 
my first year as District Attorney. The first 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1995 
A Look at Crilllinal Law 
By Chris Lamb 
Is taking a look at our juvenile justice sys-
tem. [The second is] child support enforce-
ment against dead-beat dads. The Three 
Strikes law is probably the most significant 
goal. We're talking about something that's . 
never been attempted before." 
Mr. Pfingst believes that there is an 
interrelatedness between trends in juvenile 
·crime, the lack of paternal support for chil-
dren, and the public's response to recidi-
vism which resulted in the Three Strikes 
sentencing enhancement law. 
"Juvenile crime has changed. I think 
intuitively everybody sees that. I think that 
· fourteen-year-olds are looked, at with more 
fear than ever before. ~t used to be fourteen-
year-olds were having their first dance or 
first date. [Juv:eniles] are immature by defi-
nition. You put them together with ever 
increasing drug use and alcohol abuse and 
weapons, and they are combustible; the re-
sult is our juvenile crime rate." 
The recent trend in j_uvenile law has 
been away from the privacy/treatment model, 
in which juvenile records are sealed, the 
names of juvenile offenders are protected 
against dissemination to the public, and the 
aim is treatment and rehabilita!ion. Due to 
recent legislative changes, juveniles as young 
as fourteen may now be tried as adults if they 
commit certain serious crimes. Also, when 
particular criteria are met, the names of juve-
nile offenders may be released to the public 
upon reque~t; and inn;..-tes of the -C~ltfornia 
Youth Authority will not automatically ob-
( continued on page 16) 
The Public 
Defender I t wasn't until 1963in Gideon v. Wain-wright, that the Supreme Court finally 
recognized that "in .our adversary sys-
tem of justice, any person haled into Court, 
who is too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be 
assured a fair trial unless counsel is pro-
vided for him." Gideon ultimately proved 
the case in point: at his retrial, with ap-
pointed counsel representing him, Gideon 
was acquitted by a jury. 
The man responsible for ensuring that 
the Gideons of San Diego County receive 
the. benefit of a fair trial with counsel is 
Francis Bardsley, the Public Defender. 
Bardsley was inspired to work for the Pub-
lic Defender's office while still a law stu-
dent at Boalt Hall. As a student, he sat in 
on hundreds of probable cause hearings; 
after witnessing an alarming repetition of 
the exact same factual situation giving rise 
to probable cause for search.and arrest, he 
realized the high degree of improbability 
that everyone fo L.A. County who smoked 
marijuana kept it in plain sight on the front 
seat of his car. 
" It's a lot more important that the gov-
ernment be held in check than the citizens. 
The government can do a lot more evil 
than an individual," he said. "I've always 
.. though~ th_~t . the defenqe~s of individual 
freedoms are the most important people in 
a society; and it's more important in this 
country now than it was twenty years ago." 
• 
S AN D IEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Francis Bardsley, Public Defender 
Boalt Hall 
The reason for this, he explained, is the 
steady erosion of civil liberties that he has 
personally witnessed over .that last fifteen 
to twenty years. The unfortunate reality, he 
said, is that "[p]eople will, little by little by 
little, give up their freedoms so that the 
railroad can run on time." 
The recent backlash in public senti-
ment toward recidivism has proven to be as 
challenging for the P.D.'s office as the 
gradual diminution of civil rights. Three 
Strikes and adult accountability for juvenile 
offenders, two of the more recent manifes-
tations of the backlash, have resulted in a 
greater workload and responsibility· for 
P.D.'s. 
_ Bardsley calls , these recent develop-
ments in criminal law,"cheap, easy shots" 
designed to get politicians re-elected. It's 
(continued on page 16) 
Dave . Krause Welco1nes Law Students Back f ro1n Su1n1ner 
As President of the Student Bar Association, I would like to ex-
end a hearty welcome back to all 
returning students, and the new crop of 
1 L's. As- a third year student who hopes 
to spend the year hanging out with Doug 
at the coffee cart, it will be refreshing to 
see a whole new group of anxiety-rid-
den, stress-
prone first years poring over books in 
the library hoping to one-up Prosser on 
Torts. 
Seriously, welcome back to every- . 
one, and a warm welcome to the new 
faces. If you are new to our campus, you 
will find students here to be friendly and 
helpful, willing to give advice and lend 
support. (Now, returning students read-
ing this be sure to smile and nod.) 
p etting past the introduction, let me 
preview a few of the plans the SBA has 
for this year. By the time school starts, 
the First Year Orientation will have con-
cluded, hopefully it went smoothly. I 
would appreciate any feedback, positive 
or negative, to help next year's team out. 
The SBA executive board would like to 
thank everyone, who participated; the 
thirty plus student volunteers, the Dean's 
Staff, Career Services, the Professors, the 
student groups, and everyone else for 
putting in their time and effort. 
Next on our agenda is the Fall Pic-
nic. Traditionally this is held the first 
weekend school starts; but low attendance 
levels have prompted this year's date 
change. We plan to have the picnic on 
the third weekend of school, the week-
end after labor day. This is-a big bash, 
with wonderful weather, free food, free 
drinks, dessert, games, music and fun . . 
Come out and join your friends for a 
great day outdoors. Watch for posted 
times and event information. 
, Also planned as THE major social 
event of the Fall Semester is our annual 
Halloween Party. This year's will prob-
ably be the biggest ever. This party fea-
tures all of y.our classmates in bizarre 
costumes, more free food, free drinks, 
and music. Last year's attendance set a 
·record at more than 500 costumed party 
goers. We are already looking for a big-
ger forum to .hold the event. This activ-
ity requires lots of advance planning, so 
if you are interested we would love the 
help. 
There will be many more activities 
funded by the SBA this year, both through 
student groups and the SBA individu-
ally. Watch for announcements in Mo-
tions and read Sidebar, the SBA weekly 
publication for more event times and in-
f ormatioil. 
It occurred to me that in this initfal 
publication, I should explain a little bit 
about the Student Bar Association 
("SBA") and its function. The SBA is · 
the student government of the law school. 
As such it is responsible for being the 
voice of the students and for providing a 
forum for students to air their concerns. 
Student representatives are elected from 
each class, with one representative for . 
each section. First Year students will get 
an opportunity to participate in SBA by 
electing officers in their second week of 
school. Additionally, each registered stu-
dent organization has one representative 
to the SBA. 
J'he SBA operates on a budget of 
about $50,000 a year, funded by your 
yearly student fees of $50 each for day 
students and $40 each for evening stu-
dents. This money is spent on social 
activities like the ones announced above, 
as well as on public interest events, legal 
speakers, and almost half of it is chan-
neled into the twenty-six various student 
groups on campus to assist them in the 
sponsorship of events. In this way, we 
hope that there is at least one or two 
events per semester that will appeal to 
any particular student, with many events 
appealing to many students. 
The SBA also operates as the chan-
nel through which to bring student con-
cerns to the attention of the law school 
administration, and if need be, to the 
larger University administration's atten-
tion. Ifyou have a concern you would 
like .to air, you can bring it to the atten-
tion of your student representative, to 
any of the executive board members, or 
by coming to an SBA meeting. Meet-
ings are held every Wednesday at 4:30, 
usually on the first floor . of the Law 
School. The exact room is determined 
after class room assignments have been 
made. SBA representatives can be 
reached in person, or through their mail-
boxes which are on the first floor, imme-
diately outside of the Writs. 
Now, if I haven't lost you yet, for 
some more interesting (hopefully) infor-
mation. This year's executive board has . 
decided not to use any student funds for 
providing alcohol at events held on cam-
pus during school hours. Last year, more 
than 15% of your student fees were spent 
on alcohol. As you may or may not be 
aware, over 20% of members in the legal 
profession suffer from alcoholism, and 
the SBA exec board has decided that it 
should be' our function to promote re-
sponsible social drinking, rather than en-
couraging drinking at all times. We will 
still be providing alcohol at events like 
the Fall Picnic, the Halloween Party, the 
Harbor Cruise, etc. We will not be pro-
(continued on paKe 18) 
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WHAT'S NEW iN·THE LRC? NEW BOOKS .RECEIVED 
Compiled by 
Franklin A. Weston 
Senior Reference Librarian 
ANDERSON, TERRY H. The Movement 
and the Sixties: Protest in America from 
Greensboro to Wounded Knee. Tells -the 
story of the protest movement in the 1960s 
and of the millions of citizens who to~k to 
the streets and became activists, and the 
impact they had on America. 
BALDWIN, ROBERT E. Empirical Stud-
ies of Commercial Policy. Offers studies 
which integrate the institutional details of 
curr.ent trade policy with creative economic 
analysis and focuses on economic behavior 
that provides insights for policy makers, 
academic economists, and students. 
BRENNER, SAUL. Stare Jndecisis: The 
Alteration of Precedent on the Supreme 
Court, 1946-1992. Analyzes the decisions 
of the Vinson, Warren, and Burger Courts, 
as well as the first six terms of the Rehnquist 
Court--a span of 47 years--that formally 
altered the concept of precedent. 
CALIF ANO, JOSEPH A., Jr. Radical Sur-
gery: What's Next for America 's Health 
Care. Offers uncommon insight and expe-
rience in describing the nature of the health 
care crisis, and urges bold action to save the 
best of American medicine, nourish its ge-
nius, contain its costs, and democratize its 
miracle cures. 
CHAPPELL, DA YID L. Inside Agitators: 
_White Southerners in the Civil Rights Move-
ment. Shows how years of experience gave 
black southerners unique insights info the 
strengths and weaknesses of "their" white;: 
folks, and how these insights helped black 
leaders enlist the help of white liberals and 
moderates as well as to manipulate hard-
line segregationists into behavior that was 
often politically self-destructive. 
CORNESS, JULIEN. The Trial of Ezra 
Pound: A Documented Account of the Trea-
son Case by the Defendant's Lawyer. Tells 
the story of the man who was imprisoned in 
the U.S. because of an alleged crime which 
was never proved, and of his ultimate re-
lease 13 years later in 1958. 
CREEDEN, SHARON. Fair is Fair: World 
Folktales of Justice. Collects tales of jus-
- tice from around the world from the trial of 
Socrates to the Salem Witch Trials to th~­
Navajo Peacemaker Court to the Ted 
Bundy case. 
CROM;\RTIE, ALAN. Sir Matthew Hale 
1609-1676: Law, Religion and Natural Phi-
losophy. Tells the story of the greatest, and 
the most univ~rsally admired common law-
yer of his age, and of his role in Stuart 
politics. 
DOWIE, MARK. Losing Ground: Ameri-
can Environmentalism at the Close of the 
Twentieth Century. Weaves a spellbind\ 
ing tale, from the movement's conserva-
tionist origins as a handful of rich white 
men's hunting and fishing 'clubs, through 
its evolution in the 1960s and 1970s info a 
powerful force that forged landmark envi- · 
ronmental legislation. 
EPSTEIN, -RICHARD A. Modem Prod-
ucts Liability Law. Covers the historical 
· background of the law from the 19th cen-
tury up to a close analysis of the modem 
law--the theories behind it, the defenses 
available, and the questions of procedure 
and proof on which it rests. 
FINKEL, ADAM M. Worst Things First? 
The Debate Over Risk-Based National En-
vironmental Priorities. Explores the con-
troversy over selecting an approach to set 
the nation's environmental policies, and 
-describes the EPA's plans for pursuing 
risk-based-planning, while analysis sug~ 
gest _ways to jmprove its methods, pro-
cess,· and implementation. 
GANGI, WILLIAM. Saving the Consti-
tution From the Courts. Argues that abuse 
of judicial power is eroding -the basic 
American freedom of the people's right to 
self-government and that present justices 
no longer uoderstl\nd American structures 
as set up by the framers of the Constitu-
tion. 
GRAY, FRED. Bus Ride to Justice: 
Changing the System By the System. Re-
flects on the life and distingµished career 
of a successful civil rights lawyer in Ala-
bama whose clients included Rosa Parks 
and Martin Luther King, Jr. 
GURNSEY, JOHN. Copyright Theft. Re-
views all forms of copyright theft, from 
commercial to domestic, covering book, 
electronic, database, audio, video, games 
and multimedia, and asks if existing laws-
can effectively serve such a rapidly chang-
ing industry.- -
HART, MICHAEL. Decision at Midnight: 
Inside the Canada-US Free-Trade Negotia-
tions. Tells of the FT A negotiations them-
selves, the preparations for and conduct of 
the negotiations, as well as the ideas and 
issues that were behind them. 
borrowed (and invented) commercial practices 
to promote religion...:and how business leaders 
haye borrowed (and invented) religion to pro-
mOte commerce. 
POST, ROBERT C. Constitutional Do-
mains: Democracy, Community, Manage-
ment Demonstrates that the law estab-
lishes distinct and competing forms of so-
cial or:der: democracy, in which the law 
embodies the possibilities of self-detenni-
KAMINER, WENDY. It's All the Rage: nation; community, in which the law ar-
Crime and Culture. Offers something here t1culates and enforces a common social 
to offend everybody: from the abuse ex- _ ide~.ti~'i~¥nd:~q;ia~~~ement, in which the 
cuses and notions of individual account-- law;,e,reji~~s the-copditions for accomplish-
ability, to victims rights and concerns about -ing: Spe~ific goals. 
TV violence, The federal anticrime legisla- . - ~'.?; 
tion and the politics of crime control. ' QUADAGNO~ JILL. The Color of Wel-
KULL, ANDREW. The Color-Blind Con-
stitution. Provides the previously unwritten 
history of the color-blind idea of the U.S. -
Constitution and the Supreme Court's inter-
pretations of the anttdiscrimination principle. 
LEVINE, SUSAN. Degrees of Equality: The 
American Association ofUniversity Women 
and the Challenge of Twentieth-Century 
Feminism. Traces the history of the AAUW 
from 188 l, and explores the problems that 
women confront and the strategies they have 
developed to achieve equal rights. 
LEWIS, Andrew D. E. The Roman Law 
Tradition. Explores the various _ ways in 
which Roman law _has affected and contin-
ues to affect patterns of legal decision-
making throughout the world. 
MACRORY, RICHARD. A Source Book of 
European Coinmunity Environmental Law. 
Provides_ a helpful bibliography covering a 
proliferation.ofbooks and articles on the sub-
ject in all languages of the Co~unity with a 
unique set of multi-lingual indices. 
MEYER, MELISSA L. The White Earth 
Tragedy: Ethnicity and Dispossession at a 
Minnesota Anishlnaabe Reservation, 1889-
1920. Examines in detail the course of 
events leading to the destruction by the U.S. 
Government of the Anishinaabe adaptions 
under the guise of assimilation. 
MOORE, R. LAURENCE. Selling God: Ameri-
can· Religion in the Marketplace of Culture. 
Serves as a backdrop to current church and state 
issues, and examines_ the role of religion in the 
marketplace, revealing how religious leaders have 
fare: How Racism Undennined the War on 
Poverty. Offers the argument that the U.S. 
embarked on a journey to -resolve the 
"American Dilemma" of poverty and rac-
ism, but instead of finally instituting full 
democratic rights for all its citizens, the 
policies enacted in that turbulent decade 
_(the 1960s) failed dismally. 
WEINRIB, ERNEST J. The Idea of Pri-
vate Law. Advances the idea, by invoking 
Kant and Aristotle~ that private law em-
bodies a special morality that_links the doer 
·and the sufferer of harm, and that it is an 
autonomous and noninstrumerital moral 
practice,' with its own structure and ratio-
nality. 
WEST, ROBrN. Progressive Constitution-
al ism: Reconstructing the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Develops an interpretation 
of the "equal protection" clause that con-
trasts with the views, conservative and lib-
eral, ofthe_Rehnquist, Burger, and Warren 
Courts. 
'MOTIONS. 
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NOW! HELP! WE NEED YOU! 
Women's Law Caucus Ready for New School Year 
Staff Writers: Alison Cohen, , Mary Daggett,' 
Johanna Hayes, David Krause, Jena Kirsh, Janet 
Lee, Kay Newton, Angela Rosenau. 
By Jena Kirsh 
e Women's Law Caucus was 
organized more than twen~y 
years ago to support women m 
the law and create a forum for feminist 
issues and other issues of interest to 
women at the law school. But no need 
to swear off baking cookies a la Hillary 
to join - the WLC seeks and welcom11s 
all viewpoints on women's issues (yes, 
that means 111en, too). 
Every year the WLC is one of the 
most active groups on campus, spon-
soring a variety of educational, com~ 
munity-service and social activities 
throughout the year. We expect one of 
the biggest events this year will be a 
Trial Techniques Seminar, taught by 
Michelle Hagan, an attorney and legal 
community liaison to the news media. 
Last year we had workshops on self-
presentation ,and self-defense, both of 
which will likely be repeated due to high 
demand. There are noon-time speakers on a 
wide variety of topics, generally working pro-
fessionals from finns and public agencies in 
town. There are also special speaker events, 
like last year's panel discussion answering 
women's questions about the intervtew pro-
cess. One interesting event to look forward 
l ,asl year's auction was a huge success 
to is a noontime speaker prese!ltation about 
sexuality in the law and sexual assault. 
We support several women's charities 
(and also sponsor our other events) by hold-
ing an Annual Auction every Spring, fea-
turing items donated by meinbers of the 
faculty. We also raise money by selling our 
way· cool t-shirts and sweatshirts - you can 
pick up one of these too-hip tops at our 
orientation table or in the WLC office 
(located in the Writs) for $15 (tee )/$25 
(sweatshirt). 
Of course, the social rep of the WLC 
is well established: once each semester 
our Pot Luck dinner party draws a siz-
able crowd, including regulars from-
the faculty and administration (who 
have beeri well-trained to arrive with 
beer in tow). 
Every April the WLC honors an out-
standing alumna with its "Celebration 
of Women in Law," a sumptuous hors 
d'oeuvre reception that also provides a 
great networking opportunity for mem-
Published Since 1971 by 
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same time, which is the San Diego women's 
bar association. So drop by our orientation -
table, or the WLC office, and come to our 
membership meeting later this month. Your 
WLC directors look forward to meeting you! 
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619 260-4600 ext. 4343. 
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, Look out. The traffic is moving a lot faster up ahead. 
That's because the Largest California-Owned Bar Review 
Course, Barpassers, has merged with West Bar Review. 
Which means that the best just got better. Not only will you 
have access to Barpassers' renowned California Specialists, 
(including Steven Bracci, Laurel Liefert, and Robert Hull), 
but you'll be hearing from the best lecturers in the country 
(including Arthur Miller of Harvard Law School, Gail Bird of 
Hastings, Lawrence Levine of McGeorge and many others). 
The best part is that if you're already signed up for Bar-
passers, you're in the best course that ju.st got better. 
If you're not in our program, or if you'd like to swi~ch in, 




"Yoµr Future_ is Our Future"· 
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Kee_ping thing's in 
: .:m;}~:~: ... 
one monlh after he was born 
A. New Life · 
By Jennifer Brobst I nstead of the usual summer job clerking for a firm between the second and third 
years of law school, I had a baby. His 
name is Atticus, a reference to Atticus Finch 
from Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird. 
The most outstanding impression that comes 
_to mind when I picture my new little boy 
is how very real he is. I did do project 
work _as a law clerk throughout the sum-
mer (including writing a three strikes ap-
peal while having contractions). When-
ever I returned from the library or stopped 
working at the computer, I looked at and 
held little Atticus and he made all my 
legal work seem so imaginary, so intel-
lectual and academic. As much as I love 
the law, it simply can't compare to the 
breath of fresh air this little. boy has 
brought to our house. The learning curve 
of a new baby is astounding as he dis-
covers how to focus on a face or hold 
onto your neck as you hug him. Law 
school is extremely stressful for most 
but being a baby makes it look like a 
ERSPE 
-t-
The birth and death 1 of a son 
Hawaiian vacation - everything is unknown 
and terrifying for awhile. But as the crying 
gets so~er and more controlled, and the 
first smiles and coo's emerge, you know 
that with your help and his own survival 
skills he's learned to trust you and to cope 
with Ii fe. This is something, that I will take 
with me into my last year oflaw school and 
for all of the rest of what life has to throw at 
me and my family. Life simply doesn't get 
any more real than finding people you can 
love and trust: I am so fortunate to have the 
opportunity to obtain a law degree, but I 
am truly blessed to now have a son. ' 
A Lost Life 
By Belinda Etezad Rachman M hael Matta was 22 whe. n he died. He ound ouc three years ago that he was 
IV+. He was so thrown by his diag-
nosis that he couldn't make long term plans. I 
begged him to u5e what remained ofhis time in 
a productive way, by talking out to high school 
students, to warn them about AIDS and encour-
age them to use protection. (He wouldn't do it.) 
From the time Michael was 12 we were having 
sexually explicit conversations about the need 
to use condoms, about what activities were safe 
·and which were not. No parent ever communi-
cated with their child in a more open and honest 
way. There was nothing more I could have 
done to protect him and it still wasn't enough. 
n--- ------ --
: The Center for Women's Stud-
I ies and Services needs volun-
teers in the area of Domestic 
: Violence and Sexual Assault. 
~- -- -I l <Giving Judges What they Want: I 
I 1Lawyers'& Judges' Perspectives I 
The next training is September 
: 5 through September 30. Hours 
are Tuesday and Thursday eve-
: nings and Saturdays. Interested 
I persons please call 233-8984. 
I l @race Courtroom, Saturday Sept. 16 I 
I 18:30 - Registration& Breakfast(Room 314) I 
I I - 11 am - What Judges Really Want I 
I I ffrom Attorneys: Everything You Ever I 
I I anted To Know But Were Afraid to A~ I 
I , I 11-12 - Giving Judges What They Want: I 
I I Lawyer's Perspective I 
I I free to students, RS VP to Sarah Nord · I 
• ~60-2874 
EST 
Michael one rnonth before his dealh 
Kids never listen to their parents. When I was 
, teaching 6th grade I brought in a photo of 
Michael and asked my girls if they thought he 
was cute. "Oh yes," they all said I asked~fthey 
would go out with him. They all replied ,in the 
affirmative. Then I told them he was HIV+. 
They were shocked because he didn't look sick. 
When he came out for Christmas vacation I 
took him to my class so theycould see for them-
selves that people with AIDS don't look any 
different from anyone else, so they better be 
careful with everyone. It was a direct lesson that 
I hope they didn't forget. 
I ~nt Michael a ticket to meet me in San 
Francisco after finals in May. His doctor 
wouldn't let him travel alone, so I went to New 
York. We spent a wonderful week together. He 
could no longer walk and could barely talk. 
When I left him I knew I would never see him 
again. A month later his lung collapsed, he was 
put in a Morphine coma with a respirator. The 
doctor asked ifhe could disconnect the respira-
tor. I knew it would be what Michael would 
want. ' A month after the last time I saw him, he 
was gorie. The next time you have a sexual 
encounter with someone you are unsure of, I 
suggest you use a rubber . 
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University of San Diego School of Law Career Services 
FALL 1995 RECRUITING PROGRAM INVITATION 
2L, 3L, 4L day/evening, LL.M., and M.C.L. students: 
You are cordially invited to participate in the FALL 1995 RECRUITING PROGRAM. Over 200 participating employers have expressed interest in considering resumes 
from USO law students. 
To participate, you will need to exchange a final copy of your resum~ (meeting the BASIC REQUIREMENTS specified 
below) with Career Services for a List of Participating Employers. Upon receiving the list, you will then research listed firms, 
decide to which you'd like your resume sent, drop your resume in the corresponding envelopes during the Resume Drop, and write to those listed in the 
METHOD OF CONTACT section of the list of Participating Employers as write directly employers. We welcome your participation and encourage you to attend 





In order to receive a list of Participating Employers, the resume you submit to Career Services must adhere to the following 
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: 
''~i;._$1NGLE-S,IDED (exceptions approved by Career Services) . 
'\> '- . . 
RE UME QUALITY PAPER (8%" x 11 ")in white, off-white, ivory, beige, or light gray only . 
LAS R.~PRINTED. A computer terminal and laser printer are available in Career Services for student use . 
A"CCURAl E reflection of: cl~ss rank/grade point average (as reflected on your transcript), participation in academic and/or 
extracurricular organizations, and previous degrees . . Resumes are subject to verification by Career -Services Staff. Providing false · 
academic information on a resume is a violation of the Code of Conduct and will subject students to disciplinary procedures. 
If you wish to include CLASS RANK on your resume, illustrate the ratio c;ind, if you prefer, convert the ratio to a percentage (e.g., 
.,. 36/235 = 15.32% or 15%;.,. 37/235 = 15.74% or 16%). Use the following class size when listing class standing: 
DAY 
Class of '96: __ /289 
Class of '97: __ /235 





_ ./37 . 
_176 
• CORRECT ILLUSTRATION OF ALL DEGREES AND GRADUATION DATES, especially your law degree and expected law school 
graduation date: · 
J .D. expected month, year, or 
Juris Doctor expected month, year 
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE for ensuring that your resume meets the following standards: 
• Zero typographical, spelling or grammatical errors. 
• Proper Bluebook citation for al.I publications, including law review, etc. 
• Active verb use in describing work experience -- avoid personal pronouns. 
AUGUST 1995 
. 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY . THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 ' 2 3 - 4 5 ,. 
·~· ·' ·- -
7 8 9 10 · 11 12 
, . ., 
14 15 16 . ' 17 List of Participating 18 19 
'"'-?'- -:, Employers available to I - + 
.'>;' students through 8/30 
21 First day of classes 22 23 RESUME WORKSHOP 24 RESUME WORKSHO{' 25 , RESUME WORKSHOP 26 
12-12:50pm & 4 :30- 14-12:50pm 12-12:50pm · 
5:30pm , . 
28 Joe SEARCH 101 29 RESUME DROP Sam- 30 RESUME DROP ..a.am- 31 SUMMER CLERKING: 
12-12:50pm & 4 :30- 6pm; 1st floor foyer 5pm; ·1st floor foyef · '·· · ., THE STUDENTS' 
5:30pm :PERSPECTIVE J 2-
' COVER LETTER COVER LETTER WORKSHOP 12:5~pm ' 
WORKSHOP 12-12:50pm 12-12:50pm 
SEPTEMBl:R 1995 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 COVER LETTER 2 
WORKSHOP 12-12:5.0pm 
- VIDEO MOCK 
INTERVIEWJNG 2-5pm 
4 5 COVER LETTER 6 VIDEO MOCK 7 INTERVIEWING & HIRING: 8 VIDEO MOCK 9 
WORKSHOP 4 :30- INTERVIEWING 4-6 :00pm THE EMPLOYERS' INTERVIEWING 2-5pm 
5 :30pm (evening (evening students only) PERSPECTIVE 4:30-5:30pm 
students only) -
11 1 2 ON-CAMPUS 13 ON-CAMPUS 14 ON-CAMPUS 1 5 ON-CAMPUS 16 
INTERVIEWiNG -- INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING 
FIRST DAY 
18 ON-CAMPUS 1 9 ON-CAMPUS 20 ON-CAMPUS 21 ON-CAMPUS 22 ON-CAMPUS 23 
INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING 
25 26 ON-CAMPUS 2 7 ON-CAMPUS 28 ON-CAMPUS 29 ON-CAMPUS 30 Northwest 
INTERVIEIMNG INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING Minority Job 
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Professor Vic~oria Dodd 
Professor Torn Smith 
Professor John Roche 
Professor Wiggins 
B 
Professor Roy Brooks 
Professor Chris W onnell 
Professor Jean Montoya 
Professor Minan 
Professor Virginia Nolan (teaches both section -A and B) 
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Euide to Jirst ]ear Section '.Professors 
c Evening 
Professor Wall lleiser 
Professor Mike Kelly Professor Frank Engfelt 
Professor Kevin Cole 
Professor Doris Alspaugh Professor Ehrlich. 
Professor Ed Ursin Professor Grant Morris 
; 
,, 
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LEMING' 
Fundamentals of Lavv 
Examination Writing Worft§:{,µp 
Don't Miss ... 
THE LEGAL, EXAM 
WRITING WORKSHOP 
13 REASONS WHY You MUST ATTEND ••• . 
·:· Learn How to Improve Your Grades from a 





·:· Learn Effective Exam Problem-Solving Techniques 
·:· Learn the Difference Between Essay and Multistate Strategy 
·:· Learn the Difference Between the A,B,C Essay-Student Will Write Two 
Exams for Critique 




Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues 
Learn Comprehensive Outlining/Organizational Strategies 
Learn How to Properly Interpret Calls of Questions 
·:· 
·:~ 
Learn How to, Develop Successful Legal Argum.ents (Fact .to Element'Analysis) 
Learri How to Use Public Policy Analysis 
Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook and Legal Exams 
Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and Study Time 
·:· 
·:· 
·:· Learn How to Write the Superior Answer 
· Saturday, September 16, 1995 : Noon ,.. 6:00 pm 
Sunday, September 17, 1995.: Noon ... 6:00 pm 
All Sessions will be given live at the 
California Western School of Law, 350 Cedar Street, ~Q 9i~go, in the Audito~um 
r-------------------~----~------~-, REGISTRATION FORM IPleaseTypeorPrintl . . 
Name: ______________________ _ 
Addres~'----------~-----------
' 
City:----~-------- State: __ _ ,Zip: ___ _ 
Telephone: ( __ _ 
Law School:---------- Semester in which Cunently Enrolled: __ _ 
Workshop Location/Date to be Attended:---------------
Form of Payment: D Check D Money Order · !Make Pa1Jab/e to : Fleming's Fundamentals of Law) 
D MasterCard D Visa D Discover 
Credit Card# Credit Card Expiration Date: __ _ 
D.L # --~--- Signature: _________ Date:. __ _ 
Forl11form11fio11 
Rry1mfi11gllirCo11rsr 
or Rrgislrnlio11 Pr0<rd11rcs. 
Plr11srWrift'orC11/I: 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
23166 Los Ausos BLVD .• SuITE 238, MISSION VIEIO. CA 92691 • 714n70-7030 • Fax: 714/45.4-8556 





For.More Information, Please Contact 








, Space & Wo.rkhook 
$150°0 PER PERSON 
$125°0 GROUP RATE 
(Group Rate available to groups of 5 who register 
together at least one week before the desired seminar.) 
Registration at the Door 
(if space available) : 
Course available by Mail Order for$ I 72.40 
(includes tax, shipping & handling) 
I . 
.... "--.. 
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Special ,Cibrary Supplement 
NEW LRC COMPUTER LAB TO 
EMERGE FROM. CONSTRUCTION 
DUST 
By Prof. Nancy Carol Carter 
Legal Research Center Director Walls will fall and dust will rise as and instructional programs. construction crews begin the im- In law practice today, attomeys--not just 
portant work of revitalizing the support staff--use computer workstati_ons 
LRC computer lab early this Fall. In the for calendaring and dockets, case manage-
first phase, small, specialized labs are be- ment, conflict of interest tracking, trans-
ing replaced with a spacio.us and updated mitting electronic filings where allowed by 
multimedia ele~tronic teaching ~facility. court rules, recording billable hours, for 
When outfitted with new computers in a trust fund accounting, and retrieving digi-
second phase; the lab will exe11_1plify·tech- tized brief banks and other records. Com-
nological currency. This project is a part of · puter use in law practice is so widespread, 
the LRC plan to offer..students the most up- that over 100 software packages for the 
to-date career training and to improve ac- automation of law offices are on the mar-
cess to the growing array of online and ket. 
other electronic research information. With the lawyer' s workstation function-
Construction will center near the present ing as a ubiquitous, problem-solving tool 
Lexis and Westlaw labs. Noise and disrup- of the profession, USD wants to integrate it 
tion will be a fact of LRC life for a while, into the educational experience of every 
but largely in the first floor Information law student. The best prepared new law-
Services area. Students seeking quiet study yers will not · rely on dedicated terminals 
space will still find it in the Reading Room · for individual functions, such as online re-
and on other LRC floors. search, but will be comfortable in using a 
Computers are being relocated to the LRC's single workstation with numerous electronic 
Lower Level until the new lab facility is · applications. 
complete. This temporary computer lab will Future Electronic Plans 
meet student needs for Lexis, Westlaw, and A state-of-the art teaching lab is essen-
general lab services during construction. tial to the education and training of law-
Lawyer's Workstation yers, but the LRC also wants to more di-
, Once fully equipped and wired, the reno- rectly deliver electronic information to stu-
vated lab will house networked personal dents. Future plans call for "on tap" elec-
computers replicating the lawyer's work- tronic information, provided through a per-
station: a single computer providing on line vasive network. When this future law library 
access to rese~rch databases, local elec- network is established, students using por-
_tronic information, and the Internet, while table computers will create their own work-
Reference to the Rescue 
Larry Dershem 
Reference Librarian/ 
Co1nputer Res~arch Specialist 
Fran~ W eslon 
Mark l/a11tmond 
Reference Librarian · 
1;',SlJP;,P,Orting word proces~ing, cut and paste . stations bX pluggfog into electricitr and data 
" ~ _ment production;·CE>tROM seari:hing;~ 1 at srudy.cartets1hroughout !he LRC:- ~' ·. . !.f '· ' Sertiot-Referettti!I tibr'llnart 
J in W ang 
Reference Librarian 
·= .. ·., ': 
lbe libraty's Computer 
Project may temporarily 
inconvenience you, but 
when it's done, yoµ'll 
be happy we did it! 
.,. 
SPOTLIGHT ON REFERENCE 
LIBRARIANS 
By Ruth Levor 
Associate Director 
· Head of Public Services 
M eet the best resource for legal re-search at USO, the LRC refer-
ence,~team. Four ultra"'Quali fied 
individuals stand ready to gµide you through 
the rich maze oflibrary materials and online 
. resources seven days a week; for a total of 
70 hours each week. Each.reference librar-
ian has a graduate degree in Library Sci-
ence, one from UC Berkeley, one from 
' Catholic University, another from Louisi, 
ana State, and -yet another from Columbia 
University (see if you can guess which li-
brarian attended whicl:i institution). In ad--· 
meet your research needs. 
~--------~--------------,-------~ dition, Mark Hammond and Larry Dershem 
These experts have worked in law of-
fices, either as practitioners or as librarians; 
they have studied la:w; they have been 
trained in legal and general research; and 
they have worked on countless research 
projects themselves. They have also pro-
duced research guides, bibliographies, and 
articles about legal research; they are ac-
tive in local, regional, and national profes-
sional associations; and they constantly re-
view professional literature and network 
vigorously with colleagues to remain abreast 
of the field oflegal research. In particular, 
they are "plugged in" to the latest elec-
tronic legal research tools and can advise 
and guide you in using computers for your 
research needs. 
LRC HOURS 
SUNDAY - THURSDAY 
8:00 a.m. - Midnight 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
8 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
REFERENCE HOURS ARE POSTED 
THE LRC CLOSES AT: 
Christmas and New Years 
and on July 4, Labor Day, 
Thanksgiving, Memorial Day 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
L------------------------------~ 
. have JDs, Mark from the University of Vir-
ginia and Larry fr9m right ~ere at USD! 
Jin Wang has an additional Masters in 
American Literature from Beijing Univer-
sity,_ and Frank Weston, our Senior Refer-
ence Librarian, has done graduate work in 
education and has approximately 25 years 
of experience as a law librarian, in the law 
firm and corporate environments as well as 
in academia. --
This group of"whiz kids" combines for 
a total. of 53 years (!) of library and/or law-
related professional experience up6n which 
you can ·(and should) draw fo[ assistance 
with your legal research. Don't stand and 
scratch your head when you get an assign-
ment that involves looking something up in 
the library. While they won't hand you the . 
answers or do your assignments for you, the 
reference librarians will go the extra mile, 
drawing on their considerable expertise, to 
· ferret out the most appropriate resources to 
The reference librarians urge-you not 
to hesitate to tap into their wealth of knowl-
edge and expertise. Too often, students 
either approach the Reference Desk (lo-
cated across the Information Services Area 
and · to the left w~en you enter the LRC) 
tentatively, fearful of appearing inept and 
uninformed, or they don't approach it at 
all, preferring to flounder and waste pre-
cious time rather than admit to needing 
help. The LRC librarians are firm believers 
in the motto "The only 'stupid' question is 
the unasked question." Generations of law 
students and lawyers have come to depend 
on them as scholarly consultants for all types 
of research ventures, so become part of this 
venerable tradition, and step into the spot-
light with the reference librarians. 
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Service with a Smile 
By Ruth Levor 
Associate Director and 
Head of Public Services 
A n outstanding cast of service-minded individuals is responsible 
for the many services available at 
the LRC, as well as for the growth, orderli-
ness, accessibility, and fine appearance of 
the collection. The most visible are the 
librarians (see "Spotlight on Reference Li-
brarians"), and staff of the Public Services 
Division, headed by Ruth Levor, who also 
serves as Associate Director of the LRC. 
The Circulation staff are the _first to greet 
you, answer your directional questions 
(Where are the telephones, copiers, change 
machine, bathrooms ... ?), and explain li-
brary policies about checking out books, 
due dates, overdue fines, etc. The 3-mem~ 
ber full-time staff cover among them the 
108 hours thatthe LRC is open. ·in addition 
to their smiling faces and eagerness to as-
sist patrons, they bring to. the desk back-
grounds that include graduate work in Po-
litical Science (Suzanne Stone), a Paralegal 
Certificate from USD (Cynthia Carrillo), 
and management of a wind chime business 
(Ruth Hastings, Head)! They are joined by 
Graduate Student Assistant A.J. Lutz and 
numerous work study law students. 
Speaking of smiling faces, you can't 
miss that of Public Services Assistant Sergio 
Pinto, who operates out of the Reference 
Dept., providing support tothe 4 librarians 
and back-up to the -Circ staff, as well as 
supervising the Computer Lab and Refer--
ence work study and graduate students and 
overseeing the maintenance of the labs, pho-
tocopiers and change machine. His degree 
in Civil Engineering and graduate work in 
Computer Science certainly come in handy! 
best export to San Diego, catalogs profusely 
Also close to the "front lines" are the and proficiently; Modena Conrad, our resi-
librarian (Sushila Selness) and staff (Pat dent expert on Central and South America, 
Bermel and Niran Shenoda) of the Collec- processes serials; Lois - Ann 
tion Services D-ivision. Sushila, a veteran Chareonsuphiphat takes a break from ath-
of many years oflibrarianship at bo.th USD letics to label and shelve materials; and Pat 
MORE THAN 
JUST .BOOKS 
IN THE LRC 
and SDSU, oversees the selection and or- Meyer, a super organizer, processes gov- by Ruth Levor 
dering of materials for the collection, and - emment documents. Associate Director and 
she and her staff are responsible for the At the .hub of all of this productivity Head of Public Services 
entire maintenance of the stacks (Pat) and are the residents of the LRC Administrative The availability of over 360,000 vol-
microforms holdings (Niran) as well as for Office, Dire9tor Nancy Carol Carter, Asso- umes is just the beginning of the 
preparing materials for shipment to the bind- ciate Director Ruth Levor, and the newly services and amenities offered in the 
ery. In addition, Pat processes all interli- hired Office Manager (yet to be named, as LRC. Immediately to your left as you enter 
· brary loan requests. .While · Pat is on the of this writing) . . Our years of experience in the Information Services Area are four com-
threshold of completing work on her Mas- the legal world and in various academic puter catalogs and one "gopher terminal." 
ters in- Library Science, Niran is in the law libraries have honed our commitment The online catalogs have replaced our card 
throes of new motherhood! to ensuring our patrons the best collection catalog in offering a user-friendly way to 
As with any organization, "front lines" and service possible. We look forward to find the rest;arch materials you need. At 
are only part of the story of an efficient meeting as many of you as possible as the these terminals , you can search the collec-
operation. Without the people who acquire new school year begins. Drop by to intro- tions of the LRC, Copley Library, and the 
and process the materials, service to our duce yourselves when you're in the library, Media Center by title, author, subject, key-
patrons would come to a grinding halt. and don't hesitate to share any ideas you word, or call number to find out where the 
Three librarians and 5 staff members are might have for even better service in the items you need are located and whether 
dedicated to making sure that the materials LRC. they are currently available. Material not 
you need are received, paid for, . checked •------------------1 availa.ble on campus can often be obtained 
in,·cataloged, labeled, and shelved a~ effi- Wh ' HOT d from other institutions through interlibrary 
ciently as possible. Under 'the direction of · · at S ·. an loan; consult a reference librarian for assis-
Loren Stamper, who is an accomplished · tance. The gopher terminal allows you to 
linguist as well as an experience~ librarian, Whal' S NOT in reach out over the Internet to other sites 
theTechpical Services. Division attends to worldwide, not only for catalog informa-
these functions. With' the ass_istance of the LR C Reserve tion but also for full-text documents. More 
Technical Services Librarian Margaret - ·extensive Internet access via· Netscape is 
McDonald, another'J,D./MLS._and~skilled ,R 00 ID available in the computer labs in 185 Serra 
craftswoman (weaving and beadwork are Hall and will ultimately be accessible from 
her specialties), and Catalog Librarian By Ruth Hastings the LRC Computer Lab currently under 
Kathy Whistler, who is close to completion Circulation Supervisor construction. 
ofa Master's in American Literature, busy High-use books are what's hot at the To your right as you enter is the . 
staff members keep up a constant hum of LRC. They are kept in the Reserve Circulation Desk where accommodating 
activity. Lois Scheer, author of children's Room to give every student a fair staff and student workers are stationed 
literature onthe side, takes care of ordering shot at getting a tum with the latest class to help you check materials out and in 
and payment; Luda Berengolts, Russia's assignment or study material. Look down and to find your way around the build- . 







f.f. " f.~f. 
Present this coupon 
and receive 20°/o OFF 
any USD clothing or so_uvenir item 
Offer valid September 15 - October 15, 1995 .................... ' ............. . 
USO BOOKSTORE 
260-4551 
Regular Semester Hours: 
Monday - Thursday 9:00 - 6:00 
Friday 9:00 - 4:00 
Saturday 11 :00 - 4:00 
locate this torrid collection. and found items and to report any secu-
Students find plenty oflaw school help rity problems. · (f your professor has· put 
in the Reserve Room. Hornbooks and nut- past exams, articles, or other duplicated 
shells are popular for their overviews of a materials on reserve, .the Circulation Desk 
subject. They give a context for the study is where you 'II . find them. Down the 
of the individual cases assigned in Classes. corridor from the Circ Desk are the Re-
Also look for special readings assigned by serve Room, with open reserve stacks 
professors, the latest law reviews and peri- and study carrels, and the Copy Room, 
odicals, court rules, and spare Blue Books. which houses one of the six photocopy 
Many students buy their own copies of machines in the LRC (there is one on 
hornbooks, nutshells, and study aids. They almost every level), a change machine 
use the Reserve Room as a consumer edu- that changes $I and $5 bills, and a copy 
cation center, getting a good idea of which card dispenser. The Reserve Room also 
titles are the most useful before making an contains a supply of one of the most 
investment. The USD bookstore carries popular items in the library, study 'cush-
many of the tities kept on reserve. ions, which can be checked out for 5 
Writing and Exam Relief hours at the CircDesk! Also available at 
The Reserve Room has books on legal the Circ Desk are laser videodiscs that 
research and writing, including how to take can be checked out along with head-
a law school exam. Live examples of past phones for use with interactive video 
law school exams, som.ewith sample an- equipment that allows you to participate 
swers, are available at-the Circulation Desk. in mock trials and negotiating sessions. 
As with Reserve Room items, they circulate _ · On the next level up, along the north 
for three hours. wall ~f the Reading Room (2R), are three 
Help Yourself! group study rooms that can be reserved 
You can freely browse and read in the for study sessions by signing up on the 
self-service Reserve Room or check items sheets posted by the door to each room. 
out for use elsewhere. Flash your student ID In that area you will also fi nd another 
to guaranteed .three hours with one of these Copy Room ·and a Laptop Room with 
sizzlers of the law book world. We let you countertops and outlets for personal 
know exactly what time the item is due back. laptops. Laptop use is also encouraged 
Warning! These books can bum! Like on the First Floor. 
hot potatoes, they need to be passed from For relief from the intensity of law 
student to student. Keep any Reserve item study; chill out in an easy chair with a 
out too long and you' ll face a stiff fine. Avoid- magazine from the Leisure Reading see-
ing this costly experience couldn't be easier. tion on the east end of the Information 
Personally return reserve items to the Circu- Services Area. Titles include Atlantic 
lation Desk at the time due (telephone calls Monthly, Sports Illustrated, Ebony, Sun-
don't count). Ifnooneelsehasaskedforthe set, Life, and Rolling Stone, to name a 
item, you can renewitforanotherthree hours. few. On the west end of the Information 
Reserve Room Extras Services Area, you'll find light to heavy 
As a service to night owls, a few reserve reading in the Newspaper section, which 
books can be taken out overnight if they ar.e includes local and national newspapers, 
back by 9:00 the next morning. They c;an as well as selected legal publications. 
leave the bujlding three hours before the LRC Our goal at the LRC is to make your 
closes. Asaservicetothehardcoreinastudy study time comfortable as well as profit-
marathon, we check out LRC chair cushions able. Your comments about how we can 
from the Reserve R9om. GeLcomfortabl~, best accomplish this goal are welcome; 
but watch the time due for a cushion, just as just drop them in the Suggestion B"ox, 
you would a reserve book. and watch for the response. 
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Need an Answer Now? 
LRC Reference Collection Has It Wired 
The "Back 
Roo1n" Mystery 
LR C s Technical S eruices 
Division Delivers 
By Jin Wang 
Reference Librarian What does "assumpsit" mean, any how? Need to decipher a cita-
tion? Ready to plan your sum-
mer school program abroad? Are you won-
dering about the requirements of bar exams 
in all states and the pass rates? Have no 
idea where to begin researching a legal 
issue or a foreign law? The LRC's refer-
ence collection offers fast answers. Care-
fully selected by LRC librarians, it aims to 
help you with many questions encountered 
during your law· school years and profes-
sional career. 
• The Reference Collection is located on 
·By Loren Stamper the first floor of the LRC in the low 
Head of Technical Services, wooden shelves near the Reference 
and Margaret McDonald Desk. Consisting approximately of 
Technical Services Librarian 640 titles, it Is a small but heavily Ever)' library has a seemingly myste- used collection and functions as the rious back room where arcane ritu- center of reference activities. Like 
als occur out of sight of library us- the rest of the library collection, most 
ers. Our back room offers a number of reference materials are l~w or law-
work-study jobs for students and handles related, ranging from legal almar:i,acs, 
operations vital to the functioning of a mod- fact books, dictionaries, encyclope-
ern law library. dias, court and attorney directories, 
Despite rumors, there has never been a school catalogs to quotation guides, 
human sacrifice or a black candle burned periodical indexes and subject bibli-
behind the doors of the Technical Services ographies. Although a small part of 
Division, located in room 114 (the "back the books are non-legal in nature, 
room"), near the Circulation Department. they provide important information 
Rather, the Technical S<;:rvices Division you ·may need to· know about government 
knows all about the importance of currency agencies, congressional officials, international 
in legal research and is working to provide organizations, and all sorts of statistics. Be-
you with the mrn~t up-to-date access to the cause everyone depends on the information 
LRC collection and to ensure that the latest in reference books, they are always kept on 
materials are available for your use. hand inside the_ library, rather than being 
Technical Services is responsible for or- loaned out. 
dering, receiving, cataloging, and process- Career lnfonnation 
ing all library' materials, whether books, For law students who are job hunting or 
microforrns, videos, or CD-ROM disks. All researching different are.as of practice, ·the 
these activities are geared toward keepjng career sec_tion of the reference collection is 
the library's online catalog, SALLY, IJ,P to a good place to begin. Several ABA book-
date, so that students and faculty have ac~ lets present excellent overviews of legal 
cess to the most current information about career choices and specify opportunities in 
our collection. different areas oflaw, such as international 
By using SALLY, you can find out if a law, entertainment law, environmental law, 
new book is on order, if we have received labor law, and sports law. For clerkships or 
the latest issue of your favorite legal news- summer jobs in law firms and courts, brows-
paper or journal, or if a particular govern- ing fhe attorney and court directories can 
ment document is available on microform. retrieve far more information than merely 
Technical-Services is made up of four names and phone numbers. Martindale-
units: the acquisitions, cataloging, serials, Hubbell Law Directory includes profiles of 
in the United States, while the Almanac of 
the Federal Judiciary and the Judicial 
Profiles provide biographical narratives 
and comments on federal, state, and lo-
_cal judges. 
If you are particularly interested in govern-
ment occupations, you will find books on fed-
eral law-related careers very infonnative. More-. 
over, USD's Career Services provides a com-
prehensive guide series. with everything from 
reswne writing, networking, and interview strat-
egies to an extensive listing of recruiting offic-
ers in San Diego and the state of California. 
And for those contemplating alternative ca-
reers, several books in the reference collec-
tion list a great variety of possibilities of 
what you can do with a law degree. 
Research Aids 
First-year stude!lts are very likely to be 
puzzled by legalese. To find your way 
around in this new land of law, the follow-
ing reference books are indispensable. The 
la_w dictionaries, such as the Black's Law 
Dictionary and the Ballentine's Law Dic-
tionary, are essential sources for legal defi-
nitions, Foreign students may use one of 
the LRC's many foreign language and mul-
tilingual law dictionaries for legal expres-
sions in languages other than English. Le-
gal thesauri provide synonyms to a legal 
concept and can aid you in selecting more 
appropriate terms in legal research. 
A dictionary of legal abbreviations like 
Bieber's DictionaryofLegal Abbreviations 
and the Bieber's Dictionary of Legal Cita-
tions offers useful clues to decipher the 
System of Citation-- is a most accepted 
guide to citation and is required for most 
law school writing. When a citation guide 
is not specified, the Maroog'Book-The Uni-
versity of Chicago Manual of Legal Cita-
, tion--is an alternative providing simplified 
and more modem approaches. Some Cali-
. fornia courts prefer the California Style 
Manual in citing legal materials . . 
Research Short Cuts 
For unseasoned researchers, legal re-
search can be a nightmare. Long hours 
spent in' searching and digging may not 
yield desired results . . The. reference collec-
tion ·offers short cuts in research. For some 
issues, you can find the research already 
done by others and update it yourself. 
For instance, the printed or computerized 
index of legal periodicals, though con-
sidered as secondary sources, often pro-
vide overviews of specific topics and list 
references to primary sources that are of-
ten difficult to find by using a statute 
index or case digest. You may use the 
articles as a reference source to begin 
your research, bu~ always watch out for 
possible biases of the authors. 
For students researching laws in each 
state, the Martindale-Hubbell Law Di-
gests proves to be the single .most useful 
compendium which summarizes the statu-
tory law in each of the 50 states plus the 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands, wit,h comprehensive digests 
of state laws and federal laws on more than 
100 topics. The Subject Compilations of 
State Laws and the National Survey of State 
Laws are also good sources for state-by-
state statutory comparisons, while Johnson's 
Sources of Compiled Legislative Histories 
and Union List of Legislative Histories pro-
vide available legislative histories for ma-
jor public laws from the first Congress to 
the IO I st. Together, these tools can save 
you countless hours of searching and make 
your library research more efficient. 
Though the scope of information em-
braced by the reference collection seems 
intimidating, the collection itself is very 
small. Please come and browse our ref-
erence collection and talk to the refer-
ence librarians. Both the collection and 
these reference experts will make your 
law school days a little easier. 
· and processing units. The acquisitions unit thousands of active law firms and attorneys 
!--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'--~~~~..,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is responsible for placing orders for all new 
secret coding of legal shorthand. If you 
don't know how to cite statutes, cases or 
law reviews, the 'Bluebook--A Uniform 
library materials, receiving the materials, 
and paying the invoices for them. Items 
which have been ordered appear in SALLY; 
a boxed area on the screen shows that the 
item was ordered and gives the date or-
dered. Once the item has been received, . 
the status box will state that the item is 
being processed: If you need an item that 
SALLY says is "in process," please contact 
a reference Iihrarian. After the item.is cata-
loged and made available, the status box 
will give the location, call number, and 
availability of the item. Student sugges-
tions for new acquisitions are welcomed. 
Use the SALLY "Information" option to 
teave your suggestions online, or drop a 
note in the LRCsuggestion box. 
The cataloging unit is responsible for 
describing and analyzing all new works, 
and providing a record in SALLY. The 
description includes the author, title, pub-




ject analysis involves assigning appropri- intensive job provides a wealth of inforrna- Some items receive individual supplements, Angeles Daily Journal), and case reporters 
ate subject headings and giving the work a tion to users of SALLY. When looking at a often paperbound, that update a hardbound (e.g., United States Reports). 
Library of Congress classification number. serial publication in SALLY, you may see volume. For example, many California The processing unit is responsible for pre-
The serials unit is responsible for receiv- a line in the status box that tells you the Continuing Education of the Bar materials paring the physical volumes oflibrary mate-
ing all the materials that come on subscrip- latest issues received, or you can press the are updated this way. Other bound materi- rials for use. This includes stamping the 
tion or standing order. These serials in- line number of the item in the status box als receive pocket parts, pamphlets that are LRC's name on the volumes, labeling, and 
elude newspapers, law reviews andjoumals, and find out when we received an item. inserted into ths: back cover of the book. creating an individual link (via a barcode) 
looseleaf services, supplements and pocket Updating schemes for legal materials are An example of this is West's or Deering's for each, piece to the SALLY record. This 
part updates, case reporters, codes, govern- as varied as the materials themselves. Some California Codes. Serial publications are link makes possible the quick check ~ut of 
ment documents and microforrns. Each items are available in looseleaf format, with published in a chronological format. Some books by -wanding in- the barcodes, along 
serial issue is recorded as received in loose pages that are interfiled in a binder examples include the law reviews (e.g., San with the barcode on your student ID card. 
SALLY. This detail-oriented and labQr (for example, United States Law Week). Diego Law Review), newspapers (e.g., Los 
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TOP FIVE THINGS TO DO 
WITH A LAW REVIEW 
By Margaret McDonald . 
Technical services Librarian 
5. Use as chocks for airplane wheels 
4. Use as a child's booster seat 
3. Read it next time you have insomnia 
2. Use as a door-stop 
I. U8e as a starting place for legal research 
Seriously, folks, law review articles are 
an excellent place to start your legal re-
search. Well-written articles provide cita-
tions to statutes, cases, administrative regu-
lations, and other resources,_ in addition to 
in-depth analysis of legal issues. lf you 
can find a goqd article on a topic you are 
researching, heave a sigh of re fief, because 
a lot of your wark has been done for you. 
Legal periodicals come in various types, 
from scholarly law reviews to newsy bar 
journals to daily or weekly newspapers. 
Legal newspapers can keep you informed 
of local events and cases, and often have 
job advertisements. Bar journals provide 
news of legal developments for the practi-
tioner. Law reviews are generally schol-
arly products of law schools, though com-
mercial publishers are also producing schol-
arly reviews. Law reviews may be general 
in nature, or may specialize in a particular 
topic. For example, USD's San Diego 
Law Review is a general law review, while 
the California Regulatory Law Reporter is 
a specialized publication of USD's Center 
for Public Interest Law, focussing on the 
actions of the various government agen-
cies in California. 
The Legal Research Center subscribes 
to numerous legal periodicals. We try ·to 
subscribe to all academic law reviews in 
the U~S., as well as many produced by 
commercial publishers. We also receive 
some bar journals and legal newspapers. 
Findin~ reJerences to al'pro1>,riate pe.riocli-
cal articles, though not especially difficult, 
does take several steps. , 
Periodical Indexes 
First you must choose a periodical index. 
A periodical index arranges references to 
various parts of the Citation (author, title ' of 
article, subject matter) in an alphabetical list. 
The LRC has a number of periodical in-
dexes in the Reference area; the most heavily 
used are the Index to Legal Periodicals, the 
CUITent Law Index, and LegalTrac. The first 
two indexes are. in paper volumes, while the 
latter is located on the CD-ROM stations in 
front of the Reference Desk. 
After you have obtained references from 
the index to some periodical articles, your 
next step is to make sure the LRC subscribes 
to the periodical you want. lo find this out, 
you rieed to perform a title search in SALLY, 
the library catalog. Once you have found the 
title you want displaye9 on the SALLY screen, 
be sure to read all the information in the 
status box. In · the box you will find such 
information as: location in the library; Li-
brary of Congress classification number (if 
any); and what volumes we have, including 
the latest issue received. If you type in the 
line number from that box, you can see what 
issues we've received and when we received 
them. If you type In a "V,'' you can see ifany 
of the volumes are checked out. 
The final step is finding ·the item in the 
LRC. Generally, bound periodical volumes 
can be found in the Periodicals collection on 
the First Mezzanine and the Second Floor. 
These bound periodicals are shelved in al-
phabetical order by their titles. Current, un-
bound issues of law reviews are in the Re-
serve Room, shelved in alphabetical order by 
title. Some specialized journals have Library 
of Congress classification numbers,. and can 
be found with the rest of the classified materi-
als in the Reaqing Room, or the California 
and Tax Room. These classified journals are 
a small part of our collection; most of the 
journals are in alphabetical order in the Peri-
odicals collection. The LRC also has a fair 
amount of legal periodicals in the Micro-
forms collection on the First Floor near the 
Circulati~n Desk. Items in the Microforms 
collection include back is.sues oflegal news,-
(?~pe~, :~a~j~um~\~, -~~d .. d~pli~~te8~~]~{ f 
law reviews. Current copte~ ofkgal news~~ 
pers can be found on the . shelves near the 
microform.cabinets, -
_Legal periodic;als are great plaqes to .start 
your research, and are a very important means 
of keeping up to date on current develop- . 
ments in your chosen field. 
Your Tax Dollars at Work 
By Sushila Selness 
Head of Collection Services 'a· you need to find the full text of the 
orth American Free Trade Agree-
ment? Do you wish to look at a 
Senate · bill that never became public law? 
Perhaps you need statistics from govern-
ment agencies or the arguments for and 
against a state Proposition. Do you need to 
know portion of the state lottery funds went 
to public schools. in California in 1992? 
You can find all of the above in docu-
ments. The LRC has been a partial deposi-
tory of federal and state documents since 
1967. Libraries designated as depositories 
of federal documents must agrt'.e to maintain 
materials and make them freely available to 
. the public. The LRC selects and houses gov-
ernment publications relevant to legal research. 
SQtne of these are available in hard copy, others 
on rnicroform. 
Federal Documents: 
The LRC acquires core titles from the 
legislative, executive and jUdicial branches of 
government. Some of these are the US. Code, 
Statutes at Large, the Congressional Reconl, 
legislative bills, and slip laws as they are signed 
The core executive and agency publications 
include the Weekly Compilation of Presiden-
tial Documents, the Federal Register, the Code 
of Federal Regulations, and agency decisions 
such as those of the Federal Trade Commission 
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. Ad-
ditionally, the LRC receives slip opinions of the· 
Supreme Court and bound volumes of the 
United States Reports as they are published. 
The LRC also subscribes to commerciallY. 
reprinted government documents in order to 
provide access to older publications. For ex-
ample, our holdin~ for tJ1e Code of Federal 
Regulations ancl'the Fedeiia1k.eJfistt?I&. .hl~ 
form go back to 1938 and rl 936, tlie~gfhning 
of their respective publication. Similarly, con-
gressional bills, hearings, committee reports and 
other agency documents fiom 1970 on are avail-
able in rnicroform at _the LRC. This commer-
cially reproduced set of documents comes with 
detailed indexing. 
For legislative research prior to t 970 you 
may consult the United States Serial Set which 
contains the full text ofoldercongressional docu- · 
ments. This entire set spanrung the years' 1789 
through 1970 is available on rnicroform. 
State Documents: 
As a depository of California documents, 
the LRC receives' copies o(bills currently before 
the senate and assembly, and ~rrelateddocu­
ments, as well as state executive' branch ctoCu-
ments. Additionally, we have purehased a com-
pletemicroform set of California legislative bills 
from 1963 on. Itincludes bills, constitutional 
amendments, concurrent resolutions, and joint 
resolutions of the California legislature for all 
regu!ll{and exiraordiruuysessions. Every printed 
version of each bill, including all amendments 
and changes, and the final approved, "chaptered'', 
print following passage of a bill are also repro-
duced. Also included are analyses of Assembly 
and Senate bills (Assembly File Analysis) by the 
Assembly Office of Research. 
The LRC also has the California Voters Pam-
p~ets dating from 1910. The piimphlets supply 
voters with arguments for and against proposed 
constitutional amendments, propositions, initia-
tives and referenda, an<! reproduce the texts of 
the proposed laws. 
FILM TREASURES 
By Sushila Selness and labor law came into being. Many 
Head of Collection Services legal mopographs were published during . 0 nline services and CD-ROM indexes this period, covering every aspect of law. 
can help update you on the most No longer available in print, these have 
current information, but a huge col- been reproduced on microform in this col-
lection of filmed LRC sources will provide lection. 
you with detailed research.materials unavail- Tax Foundation Archives: Long out-of-
able elsewhere and reaching far back into print and difficult to acquire research rc-
the past. On~ of the lesser known treasures sources in taxation and fiscal pplicy are 
of intormation, the microform collection of- available in.this archival collection. Over 
fers a wealth of information spanning sev- 50 years, the Tax Foundation has earned a 
era! centuries and a variety of disciplines. In reputation for its objectivity in sponsor-
. addition to government documents and legal ing research programs and compiling sta-
. periodicals on microform, several special- tistics on federal, state and local govem-
ized collections can meet your research needs. ment fiscal matters. 
If your research calls for older, archival Unifonn State Laws: This archival col-
material, it is quite likely that the LRC has it lection includes transcripts of the proceed-
on micro form. Most microform titles are ings of the National Conference· of Com-
cataloged on SALLY and easily found when missioners on Uniform State Laws and 
doing research. With modem reader-print- transcripts of the discussions in Commit-
ers it is possible to read microform without tee of the whole of each Uniform and 
eyestrain and to carry away a dry paper copy Model Act. The National Conference of . 
of your research results. Commissioners on Uniform State Laws 
U.N. Law Library Collection: This set con- has worked on legislative reform since its 
tains United Nations documents from the founding in 1892. It publishei; uniform 
founding of the U.N. in 1945 to the present acts, codes, and court rules, as well as 
day. These include printed documents and model acts. All acts produced by tlie 
Official Records of the principal organs: the Commissioners undergo a minimum two 
General Assembly, the Security Council, the year drafting process. Several drafts are 
Economic and Social Council, and the Trust- formulated, with each successive draft in-
eeship Council, and a special series ofU.N. corporating new policies, alternative lan-
docuinents in the areas of human rights, trade guage, etc. These successive drafts· pro-
and development, and disarmament. vide a "legislative history" of sort, show-
Native American Legal Materials: Supple- ing development of each act. When fi-
mented with a set of tribal constitutions and nally approved, they are recommended 
law codes of approximately 56 tribes, this for general adoption throughout the juris-
valuable collection of research materials in- di~tion of the United States and reported 
eludes the fields of Native American law, to the American Bar Association. 
history and policy. OTHER MATERIALS. An important part 
Canon Law Collection: If you want to study of the LRC microform collection are the 
what part canon law played in the develop- holdings of Session Laws for all fifty states 
ment .of civil law, the legal system of cpnti- as well as State Reports ranging from the 
nental Europe, Latin Amer:ica, and parts of first published volume to where the LRC 
Aftj£a._ ~i.9dl~ _E.a,st and J\~.i~, tpis ~ollectipn :h~r~ c9py hc~J~ings begin. A significant 
P.~?.~~d~t~fi~e~~ts 1.~.~ ,~~~~r,~i~!9.!i~;3!,so_~~ffs .Ja'i;t, ~f;!~t§ ~e~ ,%~;!,~ed~efX?ff~ ~p,d;Qpip­
ofcannon aw. , -. . . .• . , ions .pf the State . Attorney General for 
Nineie~nth 'ce~tury L~g~J Treatises:' This ··each state'~ ' Thes~ advisory statements of 
comprehensive collection of more than · the .Attorney General carry considerable 
I 0,000 works enables a researcher to trace weight and 11xercise significant influence 
tl)e evolution of modem,Jaw in England and on the courts in their deliberation. 
the United States. Roots of many modem · Other non~govemmental sets in the 
legal doctrines were planted during this pe- Microforms area are the U. S. Supreme 
riod as governments and private institutions Court Records and Briefs, the Oral Argu~ · 
struggled to come to terms with the impact ments of the U.S. Supreme Court and the 
of the Industrial Revolution. New fields of California Supreme Court Briefs. "' 
law such as railroads, business co 
Meet SALLY! 
By Kathy Whistler 
Catalog Librarian 
SALLY is your key to library use at 
. USO. The combined holdfugs of three 
campus libraries--Copley Library at the 
west end of campus, the Media Center in 
the lower level of Maher Hall, and. the 
Legal Research Cente'r--can be searched 
ori computer terminals at. each location. 
The on line catalog, known as SALLY, 
indexes material by author, title, Library 
of Congress subject, keyword, govern-
ment document number (if applicable), 
and call number. Generally, if you do 
not know the ,exact author. or title of a 
work,. a keyword search is the most ef-
fective approach. 
Th<? Legal Research Center collection 
is organized by the Library of Congress 
(LC) classification system. Call num-
bers begin with an alphabetic designa-
tion followed by numerals. If you are 
not familiar with this system, pick up an 
explanatory research . guide at the Ref-
erence Desk. Five minutes with the 
LRC guide to call numbers will bring 
you up to speed on locating items in the 
LRC. Copley Library uses the Dewey 
Decimal system, always beginning with 
numerals. Media Center call numbers 
· vary according to media type. Compre-
hensive searching techniques are avail-
able in print guides near each terminal. 
Check with the Reference Desk to 
learn more about searching SALLY on 
campus or from your home computer. 
How SALLY Got "Her" Name. 
SALLY is named in honor of USD 
Provost and Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs, Sr. Sally Furay. Seven 
years ago, when the campus libraries 
were working to modernize their opera-
tions, Sr. Furay provided indispensable 
' leadership and support to initiate the 
library automation project, one of 
USD's most forward-looking invest-
ments, 
Belinda Btezad Rac~b1Qh Says 
Be O.H. H.o.Uce, what 
'fO.U Jo.H. 't kH.tJ.W. CQ,H, 
lteaLLq, /,,uJd 'lo.u!! I 
T his summer Dave Krause (SBA President + Law Review mem-
ber= no dummy) and r indepen-
dently discovered the terrible news. 
Neither of us remember anyone wav-
ing the red flag in the fall of our 2nd 
year warning us, "If you don't partici-
pate in on-campus recruiting, or go out 
and find your own clerkship during 
the summer before 3rd year, you might 
as well forget about getting a job at a 
firm after you graduate." This seems 
like important information that some-
one should have mentioned. It's not 
the kind of fact one could easily dis-
cover on his or her own, like the Writs' 
Snapple machine taking your money 
more often than it gives you a drink. 
And this information is potentially a 
lot mote costly to learn the hard way. 
. Now, r have a good excuse for not 
focusing more on the prerequisites for 
getting a job at a firm. Until I took 
Entertainment Law this summer I had 
no intention whatsoever of ever work-
ing at a firm. In fact it took a while 
before I could sustain the belief that I 
would ever work in the legal field. 
After all, the only· reason I went to law 
school in the first place was to g~t out 
of Oceanside, have something chal-
lenging to do during the day and hope- ' 
fully meet people who weren't brain 
dead suburban breeders. But Dave 
Krause is a man who always had the 
vision of that big L.A. Law Firm. He's 
a very sharp guy who doesn't miss 
much and that all important informa-
tion passed unnoticed by him, too. 
I am nQt surprised that crucial in-
formation, vital to our ~uccess as fu~ 
ture lawyers, is never directly told to 
us. After all, that would be way too 
easy. lf we are expected to think like 
lawyers, then we have to read between 
the lines and learn how to play law 
school's favorite game, hide the ball, 
or in our case, find the ball. No one 
tells you anything. You have to figure 
everything out for yourself. You have 
to know that if you don't put a lock on 
a locker the first day of school, they 
wilL be gone by the second or third 
day. l didn't get a locker until my 
second year. No one tells you that if 
your grades suck the first year, you 
don't get to start all over again 2nd 
year and -benefit from your B average 
because class standing from year to 
year is determi,ned by your cumulative 
grades . So l must live below the line 
for yet another semester (although I 
did move up 51 places from last year, 
no thanks to that 77 in Corporations 
that I was LUCKY to get). To make 
matters worse, there is a popular be-
. lief that sharing valuable information 
will diminish the person who shares it, 
so hoarding is the rule rather than the 
exception. If we are to alter the popu-
lar perception that lawyers are scum, 
then we will have to change the way 
we behave. I'm glad I came .from an 
era when the popular song, in Berke-
ley anyway, was I Can't Be Free till 
Everybody Else ls. To apply that to 
law school, the practical application 
would be, I can still do well on my 
exams and not steal sample exam pages 
from the library. We don't have to 
trip others to help_us run faster. 
As many of us learned while study-
ing for exams lst year, we learned 
more, better and faster when. each of 
us taught part of a subject to our study 
partners than we did the whole semes-
ter sitting in class. If you know some-
thing important that can edify your 
friends, tell them. lfwe don't do it for 
each other, don't cou~t on the schoo.1 
doing it for us, as proven by the lack 
·of information on the importance of 
participating in on-campus interviews. 
Don't learn the hard way. If you share 
info with others, most will share it with 
you. 
Case -Briefing Soft\IVare 
Are you going to get swamped? 
· ..•... · .. 
·.•· . .....  " 
How many legal cases will you have to 
brief this year? Are you going to get . 
swamped with case brief homework? 
Don't get left· behind - get BriefEasy. 
. Brief Easy is the most efficient way to 
- brief legal cases with a personal · -
computer. BriefEasy's fill-in-the- , . 
blanks template works inside your 
word processor; so there's aothing 
.new to learn. Works with PC or Mac, -
.Microsoft Word or WordPerfect 
THIS MONTH ONLY - SAVE $20! 
Current students save $20 off regular 
price of $49.95 (plus tx, s&h). MC, VISA. 
Call now to order your copy 
(714) 957-3301 
"It's time to 90 to tfte ftead of tfte pack!" 
Brie] 
· The ea!! wafl.§ y. 
Ask for BriefEasy at your school bookstore. 
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Interview __ with a Judge 
Associate Justice Richard Huffman, 
State of Qilifornia, 4th Circuit, 1st Division 
By Mary Daggett 
Where did you go to Jaw fichool? 
University of Southern California 
Did you enjoy Jaw school? 
Yes. I was an evening student, and we 
were required to go to school five nights a 
week and every summer. So, it wasn't as · 
much "fon" per se, but I enjoyed the educa-
tional experience. 
What was your first job out of school? 
Working for the California Attorney Gen-
eral. 
Did you always know that you wanted to 
be a lawyer/prosecutor/judge? · 
No. I always wanted to go into business 
law. But when I got out of school, the 
Attorney General's Office offered me 25% 
more [money] than the business firms, so I 
took it. Through the office, I was also able 
to work part time in administrative law. 
Those same opportunities don't exist any-
more, lawyers usually only work in one 
area now. 
If a Jaw student wanted, eventually, to be-
come a judge/justice, what would you ad-
vise that student to do? 
Don't limit yo.urself. Don't plan your life 
out that way. But gain trial court experi- · 
ence. When you talk to people, they will 
tell you that it's all done on the merits, but 
thaf s not always true. A lot of it is a 
function of opportunitiy and there's a strong 
political side to it; except my appointment, 
of course. 
One thing that's important is to get 
mvolved in community activites. I have · 
yet to see an application that doesn't have a 
section for community activities. For in-
sthnce; work with community organizations ' 
or do pro bono work. 
·What was the most difficult decision you 
had to make as a judge and/or prosecutor? 
I worked in the DA's.officeformany years; 
there were so many difficult decisions, it's 
hard to think of just one. I guess the hard-
est decisions I've had to make have been 
th'e executive decisions, like personnel mat-
ters. Ttie one that comes to mind was when 
a long term attorney had to be let go. 
As a judge, I guess the most difficult 
decisions involve when to inject yourself 
· into ~~-, Th~f?s a reason our system is 
set up,J qe. way it is, with jury trials. The. 
judge shouldn't inject [himself], but we 
have an obligation, especially to criminal 
defendants. I remember one case that was 
particularly difficult to keep myself from 
stepping in. 
There is a myth that as a prosecutor/j.udge, 
it's easy to becomjaded about human na-
ture and people in general. In your experi-
ence, is this true? Ifso, how has it affected 
you? , 
Some people · do get jaded, but many of 
-them are people who would have gotten 
jaded as bus drivers or store clerks. It 
seems to involve people who want to change 
the world. One thing that helps is to work 
to make the system more rational and fair, 
but not to have high expectations. You just 
. do what you can. 
I can see how prosecutors can get jaded 
because they see so much street ·crime and 
_the constant -Victimization of people. They 
have to work to avoid it. Working in the· 
community is important to keep balance. 
As a judge, it's less of an issue because 
you are removed from the affray, but you 
still need to work to keep balance in your 
' life. 
Have you ever felt threatened as a result of 
prosecuting or deciding a case? 
No, not really. I guess maybe once in 
a case involving a motorcycle .. . There were 
some graffiti and some threats. 
You didn't feel threatened when you pros-
ecuted the mafia case? 
Fratiano? No. In fact, after we won the 
conviction he came up to me as we were 
leaving the courtroom, shook my hand and 
said "G~ job." Here it's not like it is in 
Italy. 
I would be most frightened if I got a 
long term appointment in family court - the 
emotions run so high in there. 
It's more of a problem now than it was 
before. It's escalating. People certainly need 
to be moL'.e security conscious these days. 
How aods' your job in general, and your 
being a public figure specifically, affect your 
family? 
Well, my family is very supportive. 
We've always viewed it as a family project. 
When I · used to travel, my wife and son 
would go along. It was a "family operation." 
It puts the family under some scrutiny, 
but we look at it as a partnership. As a judge 
I have to maintain a sense of dignity, act 
responsibly and always with the appearance 
of propriety. My family does too. 
Given everything you've seen as a prosecu-
tor and as a judge, how do you feel about 
gun control? 
Unfortunately, the gun control issue has 
become a lightning rqd for political views. 
Right now we have more than enough laws 
·on the books to control firearms. The prob-
lem is that most of the criminals don't get the 
guns legally. There's a penalty, but they use 
them anyway. 
What we need is better enforcement of 
the laws we have, not another law. It's too 
easy for a politician to see the public's fear of 
violence and say "Let's pass a law." What · 
ends up happening is the politician moves on 
and we end· up with the same problem we 
faced before. 
We need to focus more on the cause: 
why America has so much more violence 
than anywhere else. Why 75-800/o of crimi-
nal defendants have drugs in their system 
when they're arrested. 
_ What we really need is a rational set of 
laws and enforcement. Gun control is not 
the solution to the problem of violence in · 
America. 
On one hand it's been said that special 
cases make bad Jaw. On the other hand, 
' some of the greatest judges and justices, 
Marshall, Holmes, Cardozo, etc. have been 
people who were willing 'to go out on a 
limb to serve the ends of justice. Where do 
you stand on the issue ofjudicial activism? 
I'm probably more of a believer in that 
it's the role of elected officials to set policy. 
The judicial role is an even-handed, ratio-
nal application of the law and to guarantee 
Constitutional rights. Besides, judges are 
not the best group to decide policy matters. 
They're too isolated and what can happen 
is _the judges can end up imposing their 
own subjective beliefs on everyone. 
Justices are in a position to make policy, 
and I'm not opposed to doing it. But we do 
- our best to promote a sound, objective ap-
plication of the law. I believe in the separa-
tion of powers and the democratic .system. 
As a judge, what .are your ''pet peeves," 
that is, what might an attorney do that would 
annoy you and make you impatient? 
When an attorney is unprepared to go 
to court, and I don'tjust mean having clean 
clothes. An attorney needs to have thought 
out the case before he or she goes to court: 
Why are you here? Why are you raising 
this issue? What's the purpose? What's 
the law on point? 
Another problem is_ when the attorneys 
(continued on page 18) 
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EMPLOYERS' OPEN LEITER TO LAW STUDENTS 
. employer me_mb_ers of the Na- ticular employers. You should now have 
1onal Association . for Law a basis for making informed compari-
lacement (NALP), we have de- sons among types of employers, com-
veloped this letter to give students addi- parisons which will prove invaluable as 
tional insight into employers' perspec- your search progresses. 
tives on the recruiting process. ON- AND OFF-CAMPUS INTERVIEWING 
FOCUSING YOUR SEARCH ' A few suggestiOns: 
Prior to beginning your job search, I. Only request interviews with employ-
we recommend you bring your search ers in which you have a genuine interest. 
into focus. Take a few moment to reflect 2. Be specific about whether your aca-
and put to paper your present goals in demic credentials and experience fit with 
· terms of working environment, areas of an employer's specified qualifications or 
practice, geographic preferences, and . preferences. 
concerns about personal and professional 3. Review the employer's materials on 
quality of life. Your career services of- file. 
fice has extensive, reliable information 4. Prepare in advance so that you will be 
about most employers; read the employer able to ask thoughtful questions during 
resumes and NALP forms carefully. Con- your interview. 
suit any other materials from the em- 5. Be prepared to discuss your resume. 
ployer on file. You should also feel free '. 6. Have readily available copies of your 
to question employers about informatio11 transcript and a brief writing sample. 
that is not provided. The comments of CALL-BACK INTERVIEWS 
fellow studenfs who have clerked at em- If you participate in on-campus in-
ployers in which you are interested can terviews (or arrange initial interviews-on 
give you insight into the intangibles of your own) ahd begin receiving call-back 
the office's culture. Speak with Career invitations, it is time to focus your search 
Services about their knowle.dge .of par- further. We recommend that you apply 
the previously discussed focusing tech-
niques to the_ information you have gath-
ered from your initial interviews. You 
should then be able to make educated 
decisions about which call-back invita-
tions to accept. 
· When you receive a call-back i.nvi-
tation, you have two options: call to 
schedule an interview or decline the in-
vitation. If you are no longer interested 
in a particular employer or city, do not 
be concerned that your decision will be 
taken personally. Most employers have 
a limited number of invitations to ex-
tend; you are helping your fellow stu-
dents by telling each employer as soon 
as possible that you will not be accepting 
' its invitation. · 
A few suggestions to help the hiring 
process proceed more efficiently: 
I: Respo~d promptly to call-back invi-
tations. 
2. Schedule call-back interv.iews only 
with employers that you are seriously 
considering. 
3. Avoid rescheduling interviews unkss 
absolutely necessary.. · 
PROTOCOLS FOR STUDENTS DURING THE INTERVIEW PROCESS 
4. Cancel or reschedule interviews as far 
in advance as possible. 
5. When you· call, ask how much time to 
allot for your interview visit. Arrive on 
time to your interview, and be prepared to 
stay as long as is necessary to complete all 
scheduled interviews. 
6. Bring copies o( ypur transcript and a 
writing sample. (Please note: these proce-
dures vary from employer to employer.) If 
your writing sample is part of a work as- · 
signment from a previous employer, you 
should ask the permission of that employer 
to.distribute the document, and you should 
delete all identifying references to the cli-
ent or the parties involved. 
7. Make sure that you can be reach~d by 
telephone. An answering machine cari be 
very helpful. 
8. Following a call-back interview with an 
employer, if you do· not wls~ to be consid-
ered for an offer, please inform the em-
ployer promptly that you wish to withdraw 
from consideration. 
~ We hope these suggestions will be use-
ful. We wish you well in the upcoming 
hiring season. 
"'.. . . ........................... "" A fter the fall 1994 recruiting season, If an employer acts without discretion J ' \ agroupofsecond-yearstudentsat andhasembarrassedastudentoragroupof • Top Ten Reasons Why You Should Participate In The Resume Drop • 
the University of Tennessee Col- students, or if the interview seems unpro- • • 
lege of Law wrote the following profocols: fessional or uncomfortable, one should· re- : (August 29th & 30th) : 
Respecting one's peers and maintain- port this back to Career Services for the • 10. Become acquainted with Career Services. The Career Services • 
ing the highest standard of personal integ- file. Career Services can advise ·you on : ff d I bl b k II k h d •· 
rity should guide every action and com- whether to ignore or pursue it. • 0 ice provi es va ua e resources, presents jo s i s wor s ops an : 
ment during the job-finding pmcess. For example, do not be surprised ifan : employer panels, and offers counseting in professional development : 
The professional discretion of attor- · employerhostsapost-interviewsocialevent • and j'ob search strategies. • 
neys, to which they are legally and ethi- but extends invitations to only a few of the • • 
cally bound, should take root on the first candidates. This is a somewhat outmoded : 9. Go with the flow. Most large firm employers (and some small : 
day of law school and should apply most practice, but when it occurs the stage is set • firms and public sector employers) rely heavily on law school fall • 
stringently during the interview process. for hurt feelings and indiscreet talk. In a • • 
Therefore, disc;·etion in what one says to situation like this, the professional response : recruiting programs in hiring for summer clerks and entry-level . : 
employers about fellow students, and wh.at for the uninvited candidate is probably to : associate positions. : 
one says- to fellow students about employ- chalk it up to experience and "let it go." • • 
ers, should be measured very carefully. · By contrast, a more severe and .·nex- • 8. It's easy. All you do is make copies of your resume (meeting •· 
During interviews, the subject should be cusable situation is the in ervie\"1/· fi~hich : Basic Requirements as specified by Career Services) and drop them : 
you. After interviews, when speaking with an 'interviewer asks inappropriately personal • • 
friends who are interviewing with the same questions. It's very unlikely that a student • in large manilla envelopes located in the resume drop area. • • • employer,bewaryofcrossingthelinefrom will be asked questions unrelated to job • 7. It's inexpensive. You're only out the cost of copying. Career • 
helpful encouragement to gossip. And it is, competence. But, should it occur (and this · • • 
indeed, a fine line. canincludequestionsaboutmarriageplans, : Services mails the resumes out on your behalf. In addition, Career • 
Let your colleagues invite you into a religious preferences, political affiliations, • Services will provide all the "write directly" employer addresses pm •. 
discussion about their job-finding process. etc.,r the student should, without hesita- • y 
Asking someone if they were invited to an tion, politely decline to answer. It is criti~ : am om-office computer. OU can easily download the addresses onto 
initial interview or a call-back is like ask- cal after such.an interview to advise Career • your own disk for at home use. 
inga fellow employee iftheywereawarded Services of the questions asked; they can : 6. It's fun. Drop a few resumes, chat a bit and catchup on your 
a raise. Simply put, it's rude and invasive. . advise you further on how to profession- • 
Likewise, probing into the substance of ally pursue the matter. : colleague's summer, drop a few more resumes. 
another's interview is extremely disrespect- Never hesitate to a-sk advice from s. Increase credibility with loved ones. "Yes, I am trying to get a 
ful. No one should be discouraged from friendly colleagues in the classes above. They . 
talking about their job-findin.g experiences may have theirown war stories and success- job - - I'm even participating in Resume Drop." 
candidly with a f'riend whenever the situa- ful strategies to pass along, and, since the 4. Peace of mind. By dropping resumes, you'll have covered one of 
tion is appropriate. · But one's best guide here direct competition factor isn't present, up-
is the Golden Rule: Do to others (and ask per-classcolleaguesareusuallyfarmorewill- the many bases in your job search. 
others)whatyouwouldhavethemdoto(and ingtodiscusstheoverallprocess -- andare 3. Everyone else is doing it. Of the 2L, 3L, 4L day/evening, and 
ask) you, if you were standing in their shoes. much more relaxed about it, too. ~e long 
Making any comment with the underlying view -- or a view at least tempered by an- LL.M students invited to drop resumes last year, 80% participated. 
motive to bOast or to probe is inappropriate. other year of experience -- can be very in- · 2. Good odds for getting an interview. Over 60% of all students 
Should the temptation arise for what- · structive. 
ever reason, don't gratuitously bad-mouth RememberyourownbestU:fldworstexpe- dropping resumes in Fall 1994 were invited to interview (69% of 
theSchoolofLaw. Beinggraciousisamore riencesthroughouttheinterviewingprocessand 2L's and S1% of 3L's). 
professional posture. If, however, a bad ex- think about how you would do it .c1itrerent1y, 1. It's a beg. inning. You have to begin somewhere; why not. begin 
perience with a particular professor -- in one's giveri the chance. Consider that when you 
most examined and objective opinion -~ is eventuallyhavethe responsibility0finterview- with those folks who have indicated that they are interested in 
reflected in an anomalous grade, it is better ing candidates for any position, your style can considering resumes from USD law students? 
to be "discreetly candid" about· this than to reflect the best of your own experiences, while 
be evasive to your detriment. consciously avoiding the worst. For more information about resu1rie drop, stop by the Career 
Services office, 1st floor Warren Hall, Room 111. p· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·-· ._.. ..... . 
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Take The w~rry Out Of S tu dying With 
LEMING' 
Fundamentals of .Law 
• S T U D Y C H E C I(•' L I S T • 
l • • 
~ , ... ' ., .,, 1} ' » , ... 
./ OCTOBER I 9 9 5 FOUR..-DAV BABY BAR REVIEW 
• Orange County - September 2-5, 1995 (Video -Presentation) 
• Milpitas/San Jose - September 2-5, 1995 (Video Presentation) 
· ./ TWO DAV LEGAL EXAMINATION WRITING WORKSHOP 
• San Diego - September 16 & 17, 1995 (Live Presentation) 
• San Mateo - September 30 & October l (Live Presentation) 
• Orange County - October 7 & 8, 1995 (Live Presentation) 
• Los Angeles - October 14 & 15, 1995 (Live Presentation) 
• Orange .County - October 21 & 22, 1995 (Live Presentation-Attorney at Law, Mara Feiger) 
• Bakersfield - November 4 & 5 1995 (Video Presentation) 
• Riverside '_ November 11 & 12, 1995 (Video Presentation) 
./ FEBRUARY 1996 LONG TERM BAR REVIEW 
-Begins October 7, 1995 ends February 11, 1996 
FALL FINAL REVIEWS 
- . 
,• San Diego - November 17-2"1, 1995 ' ., ". . . , 
• Orange County - Novemqer 27-December 6, .1995 
./ FEBRUARY I 996 SHORT TERM BAR REVIEW - , -
• Begins Decem ber 20, 1995 - Ends February 13, 1996 
: FLEMING'S PROVIDES: 
~~£~%~"".~~
• Carefully_ Developed Legal Outlines 'For All 
Bar Subjects (.updated 2 times per year) 
• In-Depth Substantive Law Lectures 
· • Memory' Retention Devfces For Effective 
Leaming (Approaches-And Checklists) 
• Extensive Essay Analysis And Writing 
Training 
· • Live Lecture Format (All Course Available 
on Audio Cassette Tape by Mail Order) 
' · ~ Personal Attention And Service · 
• Audio Cassette Personal Critiques For All 
Assigned Essay/Perlormance Exams 
•Fully Integrated Bar Review For One Price, 
Long Term Bar Candidates Can Attend 
Short Term Lectures At No Extra Cost 
• Consistency In Programming And Training 
•Telephone Consultation With Staff Lawyers 
. PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH FLEMING'S/LEGAL BOOKS DISTRIBUTING 
w~m -• ~ ~- · - . ~ .~ 
• The Performance Examination Writing Manual 
With Audio Cassette 
• First Year Essay Examination Wri~ing Workbook 
(Torts/Contracts/Crimes) ' · 
_ ~ Second Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook 
(Evid~ncef'R~al Property/Civil Procedure) 
•Third Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook 
(Constitutional Law/Criminal Procedure/ 
Corporations) 
• Fleming's Multistate Examination Questions and 
Answers 
For information regarding the seminars or registration procedures, please write or call : 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF. LAW 
23'166 Los Alisos Bl,vd., Suite 238 •Mission Viejo, CA 92691 • (714) '770-7030 • I (800) LAW-EXAM• Fax (71 4) 454-8556 
,. Learn to Write . .. The Right Way . 
Live-Reviews ·,& Per sonal Attention 
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District Attorney 
. _(Continued from page_ I) 
tam their free~om upon turnmg twenty-
five. 
" [T]bis system of confidentiality [is] 
impeding our ability to address and under-
stand what the problem is ... This problem 
was developing and nobody knew about it 
because the system was a closed system only 
known to insiders. Journalists and other 
people could never get inside the system. 
Only raw, abstract data was coming out of 
the system . .. Because of [this] system of 
privacy, juveniles have 
had no reason to think 
that there would be con-
sequences for their be-
havior. We've shielded 
tht:m, and I don't think 
that that has ultimately 
· proven to be success-
ful." 
.. ment. Pfingst supported a.narrower Three Strikes 
·Jaw wJiich would have required that all three 
"strikes" be violent or serious felonies (under 
the current Three Strikes law, the first two strikes 
must be violent or seriouS, but the third can be 
any felony). The District Attorney interprets the 
passage of "Three Strikes" as an unequivocal 
directive from the people of California that re-
cidivist behavior will not be tolerated This bold 
directive, according to Pfingst., was a direct re-
sponse to unpredictable and inconsistent sen-
tenci11g by judges. ·He believes, therefore, that 
The DA believes 
that privacy and treat-
ment are still appropri-
ate for many cases of 
juvenile· behavior, but 
juveniles who commit 
. crimes ofa particularly 
No rnore coasting for deadbeat parents. 
Tips Qn A Career .In Cri1ninal Law 
Question: What do you believe law &tudents who are interested in a career in criminal 
law should focus on during their education? 
D.A.: Writing and computer skills. 
P.O.: Substantive criminal law, evidence and trial advocacy courses. 
Sample Salaries in Criminal Law: 
Prosecutors 
Houston 
$35,472 to $104,440 
Montgomery, AL 
$33,882 to $77,300 
Multnomah County, Oregon 
$32,573 to $84, 760 
Los Angeles 
$42,461 to $96,829 
New York 
$32,000 to $115,000 
Boston 
. _ $25,000 to $72,000 
Public Defenders 
Atlanta 
$37,841 to $76,904 
Dallas 
$45,000 to $100,000 
Los Angeles 
$42,461 to $135,000 
Phoenix 
$35, 700 to $95,000 
Provo, Utah 
$35,000 to $70,000 
Seattle, WA 
$35,3_00 to $58,400 
CIA- $36,174 to $122,040 
Department of Justice -$36, 174 to $148,400 
Private Practice - Generally a much higher 
starting salary; varies considerably in range 
depending on size of finn and geographical 
region . 
"depraved" and serious nature should be held 
accountable. Mr. Pfingst thinks that "there is a 
high degree of probability" that this latter cat-
egory of juveniles are the ones who continue to 
commit violent crimes in their adulthood. 
one of the main goals of the law (not just a by- '---------------------------------' 
The lack of responsible parenting (re-
fleeted by a backlog of 60,000 cases of child 
support enforcement o.rders in 1994) added 
to the mixture of the availability of drugs and 
weapons to juveniles, also helps the predictabil-
ity of juvenile criminal behavior. The D.A. has 
made enfon<ing child support orders one of his 
highest priorities. Mr. Pfingst realizes that re-
sponsible parenting cannot be legislated, but he 
firmly believes that enforcing parents' financial 
support of their children can help. 
Pfingst, who opposed the enacted version 
of "Three Strikes" sentencing enhancement, is 






product of the law) was to remove the sentenc-
ing discretion traditionally given to judges. 
"What this has done,'1 he said, "is central-
ized responsibility. If this law is not enforced, 
there is one person responsible for that, and [the 
public] can point the finger at that one person.". 
According to Pfingst, when judges had 
primary discretion in sentencing, responsibility 
was too diffuse. Therefore, it was too difficult to 
hold anyone accountable for lenient sentences 
for recidivists. 
Pfingst views Three Strikes as a bold ex-
. periment. Like all experiments, it will take some 
time (or all the results to come in. If ultimately 
the law doesn't work, if the costs exceed the 
benefits, the voters will change it. During the 
interim, he has been elected to enforce the laws, 




(continued frorn page I) 
insane, he says, to spend "thirty-thousand a 
year for the next thirty years to deter the next 
tee-shirt theft." · 
Mr. Bardsley is not against holding crimi-
nals accountable for their behavior; quite the 
contrary. He doesn't believe that anyone 
could advocate leniency for a person who has 
committed his third violent or serious crime. 
The problem, he says, is that the Three Strikes 
law "casts too broad a net." It does get the 
serious, violent offender off the street, but it 
also snags the two-bit crooks and petty drug 
offenders (the third strike does not have to be 
serious or violent). The P.O. believes that 
this "broad net" will 1 ultimately prove to be 
·extremely expensive, in 
both human and monetary 
costs. 
And it's always hard 
to find a Frankenstein with 
the guts to kill the monster 
of his own making. Even if 
. Three Strikes creates more 
problems than it solves, the 
"politicians will not stand 
up and say 'we made a mis-
take;' that would take much, · 
much more courage and in-
tegrity than any. of them 
have." 
And then there are the 
less obvious problems with 
Three Strikes . Mr. 
Bardsley 's -office began 
tracking T hree Strikes 
"There has always been discretion in the 
court systetn; now it resides compl~tely with 
the prosecutor. Twenty years ago t~e con-
cept of the District Attorney telling a judge 
what he could and could not.do was unthink-
able. That ha.s eroded to the point now where 
the judge has virtually no po\Ver and the 
D.A. has all the power. That raises some 
·serious Constitutional issues." 
'Bardsley believes that countingjuvenile 
adjudications as strikes would also pose seri-
ous Constitutional difficulties because juve-
niles do not'have a right.to a jury trial unless 
they are tried as adults, which Bardsley also 
disfavors (for juveniles .under sixteen). 
cases; the P.O. believeslhat Three strikes also snags the two-bit crooks. 
the early indicators point 
toward disparity in application of the law. "How can a fourteen-year-old be a mi-
"As with anything else in the court sys- nor for every aspect of his life, but for the 
tern and with this country, it [Three Strikes one aspect where it takes the most judgment 
application] is going to be along the lines of and understanding of life, be treated as an 
race and social status. That is not to say that adult?" 
the individual District Attorneys are doing it Mr. Bardsley rejects the popular notion 
because they 're racists. We are all, you and that juveniles have changed in recent years, 
me, a product of our yesterdays. Who we are become more sophisticated. 
and where we are in oµr society is a product " It' s pop psychology to say that after 
of our education and our background, and we_ four million years, human nature has some-
bring that history along with us every time how changed in the last fifteen years. Four-
we make a decision. If you are a white, teen-year~olds today are as immature as they 
upper-middle class person, you are going to - were fifteen years ago. They do have guns 
view people different from you differently. and drugs that they didn't have fifteen years . 
Thafs what's wrong with the death penalty. ago, and that's a serious problem. But when 
That's why it's disproportionately given to we talk about holding a juvenile acco~ntable 
people of color. And that's what's going to for the full adult consequences of his con-
be wrong with Three Strikes." · duct, that pre~umes adult rationality, matu-
Mr. Bardsley believes that Three Strikes rity and understanding that is not there. There 
will eventually be challenged_ in the courts; have to be consequences to conduct, but they 
it's not only open to an Equal Protection should be rational consequences, an~ treat-
Constitutional challenge, but a Separation of ing a fourteen-year-old as an adult .1s not a 
Powers challenge as well. Under current rational consequence in my mind." 
law, prosecutors must file all serious or vio- Motions would like to thank Francis Bardsley 
lent crimes as strikes, but the sole discretion and Paul Pfingst f or their time and 
whether or not to dismiss a prior strike "irr the consideration in granting these . interviews. 
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Out of the Closet and Into the Courts 
By Kay Newton and Angela Rosenau . D avid Rubin, 1986 graduate of the University of San Francisco School 
of Law, is a San Diego Deputy . 
District Attorney. We found him at the 
courthouse on a Saturday afternoon pre-
paring for trial. David explained that he is 
currently working on his first and only civil 
trial. Interestingly his life partner, Todd 
Stevens, a civil attorney has also taken only 
one civil case all the way to trial. Since 
David is a criminal prosecutor he is amused 
that he has the same amount of civil trial 
experience as his civil attorney partner, 
Todd. David is also proud of Todd since he 
was the 1992 Pro Bono .Attorney of the 
Year. 
Yes, David Rubin is gay. Can you be 
out and a successful attorney in San Diego? 
Yes! In fact The Tom Homann Law Asso-
ciation (THLA), the San Diego Bar Asso-
ciation for Gay and Lesbian lawyers, has 
an extensive membership. Gay and Les-
bian ·attorneys can be found iri all areas of 
the field, starting with the top law firms in 
the city. When asked about what it's like to 
be out on the job, David just shrugged his 
shoulders as if it is no big deal, and actually 
for David it isn't, never has been. 
He suggested that students interested in work-
ing in a diversity friendly environment con-
tact THLA for background infonnation on 
potential employers. 
What about being out in the interview-
ing process? "Ultimately," says David, "the 
decision to come out in your resume or your 
interview is very personal. There is no right 
or wrong, only a question of being comfort-
able with who you are." David explains a 
successful interview essentially depends on 
your ability to bond with 
the interviewer, whether 
you are gay or straight. 
David emphasized the im-
portance of using any 
available resource to learn 
about your "audience" be-
fore you interview. 
and lesbians in the legal field is worth con- David is especially adamant about the 
sidering. David was out in law school and need for "openness" among gays and les-
helped revive the gay/lesbian association bians. David notes the important coiltri_bu-
on campus. He laughed, "We · called it tions by the gay and lesbian community in 
FLAG ... ".and no, that is not a typo. the areas of terminal illness treatment and 
Even though David strongly believes diversity awareness, However recent, and 
the decision to come out is a personal one, possibly future, court decisions forewarn . 
he feels it is important to consider some new challenges and possible set backs. 
broader community issues. He points out Colorado's anti-gay-rights amendment that 
that negative concepts about homosexuals is currently before the Supreme Court and 
are fueled by ignorance and stereotypical the challenges to the military's "do,n't ask, 
perceptions. He stressed don't tell ·policy" are just two examples. 
the importance of put- He feels the community stands to lose much 
ting an actual name, ·of the progress made in recent years unless 
face and personality_ t~ere i~- a conscious and -united effort to 
with the label "homo- v. ~ispe[th~;,~egative images portrayed by 
sexual." "We cannot ' .?the ,·->~"· ~- j~s ~n example, when cover-
begin t~ dispel the ~:,~~ .· :X::Rdd~ p~rade, the San Diego 
myth until we show the .,. Tnbu hose to' run a photo of the float 
public who we really with the·most flamboyant men instead of a 
are . .. professiOnals, '' inore sedate group which better represented 
mothers, fathers, pro- rhe majority of the participants.) 
ductive members of "So'', reiterates David, "while the de-
society with morals cision to come out is a personal one, the 
and values." As an ex- impact of that decision on the gay and les-
ample, David dis- bian community is· significant." And on 
cu.ssed . his experience being a DA in general, "It is challenging, 
with juries. A stereo- rewarding, interesting and fun." 
David comments that many gays and 
. lesbians stay in the closet for fear of losing 
opportunities. Unfortunately, says David, 
the decision to be out on the job can be a 
risky one and should be make with at least 
some degree of reflection and contempla-
tion. David points out that large firms tend to 
be more open to diversity among their asso-
ciates and speculates their interest is based 
on a desire to draw a diverse client base. ·He 
also mentioned that public agencies often 
have a diversity based recruiting program. 
Although it didn't 
come up with David while 
he was interviewing for his 
clerkship with the District 
Attorney's office, David 
has no reservations about 
coming out at the time. In 
fact, it was his first day on-
the job when he came out. 
"It's a simple story," says 
David. · "Basically, a sec-
retary was inaking small 
talk while I was waiting 
David Rubin 
typical thought is that If you would like to meet David and 
gays/lesbians would be other gay and lesbian lawyers please come 
more tolerant a~d less to the Tom Homann party on August 27th 
likely to convict, how- at 4;00 pm. Food and beverages will be 
and said that as I was single she would like to 
find a 'nice lady' for me." David's response 
was, "That's very nice, but I'm gay so it will 
have to be a nice man." Since meeting Todd, 
David has found it easy to integrate him into 
any and all social events at work. ' · 
As for being out as a student, once agai.n 
David says that it is a personal choice: The 
advantages of networking with other gays 
ever, it is just the opposite. "The fact of supplied in a "cool loft." Queers and Queer 
the matter is that they are the toughest ftjendly, RSVP to Paula Rosenstein at 232-
jurors." Because 'gays and lesbians are 8377. If you want to make it a big night 
so used to conducting themselves appro- meet fellow bi, gay, lesbian and straight 
priately in society, they have far less USO law students at Professor Steve 
tolerance for those who do not. "If you Hartwell's house for a potluck dinner at 
want a child molest ,conviction, make · 7:00 pm the same night. For more infor-
sure you have a lesbian on the jury," mation on the BGALLSA potluck dinner 
sa~s David. leave a note in Mick Frasca's file folder. 
"W11o E:n.ds Up A.:~ The . Do-t;-t;om ..... o:r Theh• ·La:W- ~chooI c:Jia,88r 
by Belinda Etezad Rachman 
Doris Drama ueen Wilson 
Graduated last in Georgetown's 1974 Class 
When no firm would hire her she took to hanging around city jails getting to 
know the local street walkers. She always wore loud clothing so that the girls . 
would remember her. Soon she had ·a thriving business representing Ladies of 
the Evening. She never lost a trial, once she tapped into her natural acting 
abilities, courtesy of 2 years at New York's Neighborhood Playhouse. 
Yearly income: $84,000 · 
Last i 1959 ;c. ss at the University of Florida 
Joey (The Squeeze) Avanti paid all of Vinny's 
school expenses on th~ condition tha~ he would be 
house counsel to Joey family business for the rest 
of Joey's life and that of his son. Joey and son have 
a laundering business that requires a lot of special 
neg~tiation. 
Yearly income: $2,350,000 
Sol the· Mench Leibowitz 
Last in his 1953 class at 
Fordham 
His moth~r was so proud 
when he graduated that she 
hounded her brother in law 
Morty until. he hired Sol to be 
staff attorney, at the Ladies 
Garment Workers Union 
where he was V.P. Sol spends 
most of his time schmoozing 
with the big dress makers to 
make sure they keep manu-
facturing in the U.S. 
Yearly Income: $90,600. 
-·~-------
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The ~ale of One , ~'Hu1npty Dumpty" Interview with Justice. Huffman 
The party of the first part, hereinafter referred to as "Humpty Dumpty," 
. allegedly remained in a stationary 
seated position near, on or about a physical 
obstruction of such dimensions that are un- . 
known and yet to be discovered, and also-to 
be discovered at such a later time as to the 
proper ownership of said obstruction, here-
inafter referred to as "a wall." The afore-
mentioned party, one "Humpty Dumpty," 
suffered from extreme deceleration trauma 
of such a nature that it · 
was described in the at-
tached affidavits given 
by disinterested parties 
as ·"great," resulting 
from an unknown ini- ' 
ti al ·force, and being· 
compounded by the 
great force of nature, 
that of gravity. Said 
unknown initial force 
caused Mr. Dumpty to 
contact the ground at 
an accelerated rate of 
momentum, thus here-
after referred to as "the fall." 
The party of the second part, hereinaf-
ter known as "The King," admits to owning 
several horses, the exact number of which 
is to be discovered, and admits to having .a 
relationship with numerous men such that 
the aforementioned "King" does have an 
employer/employee relationship with these 
men. The King, however, denies any rela-
As Told By Ms. M. Goose, Esq. 
tionship with, ownership of, or any other 
legal connection thattnay incur liability to, 
the "wall." It is claimed by the aforemen-
tioned "King," that each and every horse, 
fµlly in their numbers, as well as and in 
. addition to each and every previously men-
tioned man in the employer/employee rela-
tionship, fully in their numbers, were present 
at the location' of the aforementioned "wall" 
following the previously described "fall" 
of "Humpty Dumptr" Upon arriving at 
. . . 
St•--.& 
the "wall" in ques~ion, all of th~ "King's"· 
horses and. all of the "King's" men de-
clared· in the attached sworn affidavits 
that one "Hu-mpty Dumpty" was locate~ 
on the ground with obvious and life-
threatening injuries to his pers~n. The 
foregoing men in the employment of the 
. aforementioned "Kin~" as well -as the 
aforementioned horses, having duly· ad-
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mitted and declared that they are not of 
the medical profession, nor are they 
trained in any emergency medical tech-
niques, deny any liability for any pos-
sible ensuing or resulting medical prob- · 
!ems incurred by one "Humpty Dumpty," 
as they are protected by the "good will" 
nature of any assi.stance they may have 
· allegedly provided.in an emergency situ-
ation. Despite the good will emergency 
situation assistance provided entirely with 
good intentions, in 
fear that the afore-
m e n t i one d 
"Humpty 
Dumpty" was in 
dire need of such 
assistance due to 
the ail~ged "fall," 
they (the afore-
m en ti one d 
"King's" horses 
and "~ing's" men 
in the employer/ 
· employee rel_ation-
ship) wei:e unal)le · 
to replace, return or restore said "Humpty 
Dumpty" to his original state, that which, 
he \yas known by prior to the alleged 
"fall" due to a lack of requisite knowl-
edge in the anatomy of said "Humpty 
Dumpty" and corresponding meqical edu~ 
cation to restore the aforementioned Mr. 
Dumgty to his. initial state, that of an 
intact, egg-like being. 
Ptesident's Message 
(continued from page 1) 
(Continued from page B) 
don't listen because they're too wrapped 
up in their own presentation; or when an 
attorney reads his oral argument. ff that 
happens, often we 'II interrupt to ask ques- · 
tions and bedevil him just to give him a 
hard time. · 
Most important, judges have a lot of 
cases so don't waste their time. Be pre--
pared; know your case and what you want 
froril the judge. 
What might a lawyer do to ingratiate him/ 
herself to you? · 
Never try to ingratiate yourself .to a 
judge. Be so thoroughly prepared that you 
know the c~se, you've briefed the issues, 
and can get the judge up to date. 
Always approach your presentation 
with professionalism and dignity. These 
days you hear about attorneys throwing 
insults, bieng rude and getting into scrapes. 
Don't. Being efficient, and polite, respect-
ful treatment of self, opposing counsel, and 
the court staff is very important. 
Some people would say you've had a phe-
nomenal career. What's letfthat you would 
like to accomplish? · 
Well, I really like what I'm doing now. 
My legal work as a justice and professor are 
. really enjoyable. I haven't had a day yet that 
I didn't. want to go to work. Besides, neither 
the President nor the Governor has called me 
yet, so they must be happy with where I'm at 
and what I'm doing. 
· I've been playing golf, and I guess my 
biggest goal right now is figuring out how to 
hit the ball more than 50 feet in the same 
direction. 
viding alcohol at things like on-campus office, and ask for lists of alumni in all 
lunch speaker events. · ~ 1 law-firms_ o_r:drr ·it-parti~ul-ararea oflaw. 
In the past, bee_r has been used to · Ask' your family; fri~pds and neighbors 
lure students into attending these events~ if they ha ye any contacts with lawyers or 
However, if beer is what it takes to get law firms: .· Scrape, beg, and grover, but 
people to come, then perhaps the events · do it NOW. 
themselves need to be more interesting. Now, to first years, pay no attention 
That will be this year's focus. Addition- . to the above until NEXT YEAR. Most 
ally, the reduction in cost will hopefully firms will not hire first years as summer 
allow us to provide more food at events employees: There are exceptions, but 
(in the eventthat lures are needed). While first you have to get some classes under 
this decision does not-affect whether a your belt. The most ir6portant thing first 
particular student group will be able to · year students can do i&, to worry about 
provide alcohol, I urge all student groups . · clas~, and not add the additional stress of 
to join the SBA in attempting to promote job hunting. However, there are some · 
responsible social drinking and not to limited opportunities available, and you 
associate the practice or study of law should check with Career Services later 
with alcohol. in· the year. Also, if you have an "in" 
In my first article last year,. I prom- with a particular firm or lawyer, by all 
ised to provide some useful information means pursue it. Additionally, there ARE 
in each article. Well, so far I have some things you can do to help yourself 
providedsome useless drivel, some po- over your first summer. Work as a re-
tentiaHy explosive policy; and no useful search assistant for a professor, volun-
info: Welt, here it is: · good scoop on teer your time with the public defender's 
how to get a JOBI · . office; the attorney general, the district 
First, to all of you second year stu- attorney, clerk for a superior court judge, 
dents. If you hear it nowhere else, you've or scrub the floors in a law office. Any-
heard it here: NOW IS TijE TIME TO thing to get a category on your resume · 
APPLY FOR SUMMER JOBS! That's that says Legal Experience. Otherwise, 
right, DO NOT miss the fall resume drop. go study abroad and hav-e a good time. 
Almost ALL summer jobs with big firms Finally, to all my third year class-
are hired out in the Fall. Every second mates, to those of you who have jobs, I 
_ year student should participate, even if envy you. To those of you who don't, 
you don'tthinl,c you have a chance. What- start looking. Participate in the resume 
ever your grades or experiences are, par- drop this fall, and do all the things I 
ticipating in the resume drop helps you didn't do last year at this time, which I 
buiid a resume and develop expertise in _ mentioned above for second years. Then, -
the job hunt I call it a hunt because that stop looking at ~he end of Spring semes-
is what it is'. · Plenty of people blame ter. Study for finals, study for the Bar. 
Career Services for failing to get them a By t~at time, if you haven't got a job, 
job. Without addressing' the issue, my most firms or practitioners won't hire 
experience is that jobs are not handed until you've passed, so don't add job 
out. You HA VE to work for them and hunting stress to bar exam stress. 
now is the time. Hound Career Services That' s all for now. To those of you 
for advice . .Mass mail to all the big firms who read this far, thanks, I hope it-was 
around. DO NOT restrict yourself to informative and entertaining. Now, look 
San Diego, you are sure to fail. The job up and look intelligent, you are about to 
market here is TIGHT. Visit the Alumni be called on. -
l 
. / 
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News and notes about '' 
the USD Law student 
organi%tJtioni. 
APALSA 
By Janet Lee 
The Asi_an Pacific-American Law Stu~ . 
dents Association (APALSA) provides sup-
port for Asian-American I.aw students, as 
its title so aptly suggests. Admittedly, our 
contingency is fairly small, but we are grow-
ing. APALSA participates in outlining 
workshops, gives practice runs in oral ar-
guments (Spring semester), and provides 
opportunities to meet Asian ~attorneys in 
San Diego. At the very least, l Ls can meet 
· 2Ls and 3Ls who may be able to provide 
invaluable infonnation to get you through 
the horrors of the first year of law school. 
We are also a very social group. Every 
year we have something organized for Chi-
nese New Year, and we have dinners, par-
ties, happy hours. We welcome· everyone 
to join, not just Asian-Americans. The 
most important thing to keep in mind is that 
APALSA has great pizza at their first meet-
ing. As a free pizza connoisseur at this 
school, I can attest to the superb quality of 
APALSA's edible offerings. Jf you see 
Marty Lorenzo around, stop him and ask 
him about APALSA; he's the president. If 
you're a little bashful, don't stop him and 
just inake sure to come to our first meet,jng. ' 
Jewish Law Students Association 
JLSA 
Jewish Law ~tudents gather on a regular . 
basis for noshing and kibbitzing. Last year 
we co-sponsored Stop Hate Week, went as 
a group to see Quiz Show, had an abridged 
Passover Seder and had guest speakers for 
lunchtime meetings. If you need a yenta 
matchmaker, fresh bagel or just a respite 
from the crosses over the doors, come to 
the next JLS meeting. Watch Sidebar and 
the chalkboards . 
LA RAZA. LAW 
STUDENTS 
Ours is a diverse group of students 
who have an interest in Latino issues. We 
work hard and party hard. First semester is 
aimed at helping our I L's succeed. Other 
events include: annual scholarship ban-
quet, LALSA Moot Court Competition, 
community service projects, multicultural 
day, Outlining workshop, Sunset Serenade, 
and elementary school projects. Our orga-
nization actively participates in legal, so-
cial and cultural events affecting the Latino 
Community. Everyone is welcome to join. 
Stop by our table at Orientation, or anytime 
in the LA RAZA office in the Writs (bot-
tom floor of the Law School). We will be 
having a Sunset Serenade'(beach, beer, and 
some make-shift Mariachis) to kick off the · 
beginning of the semester. ·For more info 
call: 260-4600 ext. 4342. 
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TRIAL ·TEAM TRY-OUTS 
Didn't make Jaw review? Don't de-
spair,' come to where the fun people are! If 
you're a.2L, 3L or 4L, interested in litiga-
tion and -willing to travel arid have fun in 
law school.. .THE USO NATIONAL 
MOCK TRIAL TEAM WANTS YOU! 
USD's Trial Team has been voted the 
best in the Ninth Circuit for the last five 
years straight. Made up of the top 15 to 18 
litigators in the school, the team travels 
nationwide competing in trial competitions 
judged by local trial lawyers and judges. 
These trials include opening statements, di-
rect and cross examinations, and closing 
arguments, and are more fun than moot 
court. Learn the litigation skills which must 
be utilized long before an appellate argu-
ment is even considered! 
If you want to be part of the best and 
brightest and are willing to travel to Mi;1mi, 
Sacramento, Chicago and Austin, come to 
our irifonnational meeting at 12:00and 5:00 
on Wednesday, August 30th in Grace Court-
room. Try-outs for the team- will be held 
September 25 - 29. Don't miss out. 
A few staff members celebrating the end of the year. 
If you don't give us articles, we can't or; if you are interested in reading all 
publish anything. As an incentive to sub- of the articles before everyone else, you 
· mi~ articles, cartoons, drawings, photos, or can join the editorial staff as a staff editor. 
anything eise appropriate for newspaper · (NOTE: Good resume fodder.) 
publication, we will be drawing the name Finally, as if all of this weren't enough, 
of one contributor to receive a free we will feed you at the first writers' meeting. 
BriefEasy software package (as sec::n on The next issue will feature articles 
page 13). about employment and labor law. If there 
The next writers' meeting will be on is someone you would like to interview, or 
Tuesday, September 5, at noon in Room make a potential legal connection, now is 
2A. Watch the boards and your· maitboxes y(jur chance! Contact Chris Lamb at the 
for more infonnation. · writers' meeting, or at 560-9054 . 
. PRO BONO LEGAL ADVOCATES 
By Johanna Hayes 
The ,pro Bono Legal Advocates Board 
would like to welcome all incoming and 
transfer students to US D! . Pro Bono work 
is free legal service perfonned to help those 
who_ cannot-afford representation and to 
ensure that everyone has equal access to 
justice. Our student-run organization pro-
vides a variety of unique opportunities for 
law students to gain invaluable experience 
in ~reas of advocacy, mediation, and client 
counseling. We currently have eight pro-
grams available for your participation. All 
of our programs are flexible and are de-
signed to work around your busy schedule. 
The following is a list of our programs and 
their coordinators: 
McCJoskey. Students staff the downtown ·one person has the legal right and duty to 
Family Court's · Domestic Violence Re- care for another. 
straining Order Clinic and assist clients in AIDS Home Visits - David Brayton, We 
obtaining restraining orders and other legal have two programs designed to assist home-
document~. · · bound and hospitalized clients with HIV and 
Mediation - Michelle .Paradise. Students AIDS. One program is an estate pJanning 
are trained to ·become certified mediators service. Students interview clients and assist 
and mediate disputes and draft agreements them with estate . planning by drafting ' legal 
in Small Claims. Court cases. documents such as Wills and Powers of At- -
Mentoring - Michelle Paradise., USO law tqmey. · The other program is called Special 
students are matched with Kearny High Delivery. Students volunteer by delivering 
School students who are not realizing their · prepared meals to people with AIDS. 
full potential and serve as role models and , Juvenile law - Dan Tagliaferri. Students 
encourage .them to seek high career goals. work with the San Diego County Juvenile 
Guardianship - David Brayton. Students Probation Department to assist in the pro-
-assist· clients in completing the necessary cessing of juvenile offenders. 
Domestic Violence Prevention - Heather 
legal documents to obtain guardianship Community Service Activities - Michelle 
which are legal arrangements under which . Gamble. PBLA will also be participating 
Members of BGALLSA enjoy socializing al one of the many eve~ils last year 
BG ALLS A Barristers' Society 
Bi, Gay A.nd Lesbian Law Students As- In England, a Barrister is an advocate, a 
sociation gathers weekly to plan events or counselor, learned in the law admitted to 
just talk about what's going on with us: · plead at the bar with exclusive right of audi-
We have monthly potluck dinners at the ence before the Supreme Court. At USO, the 
homes of our members, and we have the Barrister Society combines the art of tradi-
most interesting homes (and the best · tional oral advocacy with modem disciplines 
cooks)!!! We also have a ciose relationship . of trial techniques and strategies to train stu-
with Tom.Homann (the San Diego Gay Bar dents who are interested in co_nducting trials 
Association), whose members are very slip- and arguing cases. . 
portive when · it is time to find summer The Barristers' Society invites you to 
clerkships. BGALLSA provides mentors · leain moreaboutthis year's upcoming evepts, 
and materials to incoming l Ls. You don't seminars, competitions, panels and diseus-
have to be gay to be in BGALLSA,' only sions, Tuesday, August 29, at Noon and 5:00 
supportive of gay rights. Our first potluck p.m. - Pizza and drinks will be served - look 
dinner is at the fabulous hbine of Professor on.class boards and in Sidebar for the loca-
Steve Hartwell 'On August 27th at 7:00 p.m. tion. For more information drop us a note in·:. 
For more information· leave a note in Mick our s!,Ud~_nJ ;mail~xes: S~cy. James (P~si­
Frasca 's 'student mailbox. dent), Kelly Shore (Vice President) or Debbie 
Daile (SBA representative). 
in large community service activities, such 
as the AIDS walk and the MS walk. 
If you are interested in becoming in-
volved with Pro Bono, please visit us at our 
UC Office (Student Organizations Office -
Lower Level), leave a note in our mailboxes, 
orcal1usat2604600,ext.8728. For general 
questions, contact Christine Keating (Chair) 
or Johanna Haye~ (Vice Chair). 
Look for more informa-
tion about these events 
in future issues! 
• Fall Picnic (they give away 
free stuff!) 
• Halloween Party (Start· your 
costume nowl) 
• PILF Monte Carlo Night 
• Broom Ball (If you don't al-
ready know what this is,, come 
find outl) . 
• Spea~ng events sponsored 
by various clubs 
FOR RENT!!! 
Still looki.ng for a place to live ? 
Onc 'bcdroom and studio · 
apartments-in Vktorian homes. 
Owned by Real Estate Attorrj.~y. 
' . Call 696-0785.. . . 
l 
!, • .. 
l 
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IST YEAR REVIEW 
The finot year oflaw school will likely be one of the: 
most confusing and demanding academic experiences 
of your life. Join BAR/BR! in your first year and take . 
advantage of our unique program oflaw school 
preparation. The BAR/ BR! First Year Review -
Volume contains 
comprehensive, 
concise black letter 
law outlines design- _ 
ed to help you cut 
through the fog of 
detail and give a 






Property, and Torts. 
The First Year 
Review program also includes a final exam lecture· series. These 
lectures will completely review each of the First Year subjects in a 
separate comprehensive lecture. The lectures, delivered by national-
ly recognized experts, will provide invaluable assistance in under-
standing the black letter law. 
T he First Year Review program has gµided thousands of students 
to success in the most difficult year of Law School. 
2NDYEARAND 
3 RD YEAR REVIEWS 
As a BAR/BR! student you can continue to benefit fronrour 
arsenal of materials and lectures. BAR/B~~J's second and third year 
program is specifically tailored 
to second and third year courses. 
As in the First Year Review, 
second and third year students· 
can also take advantage of video 
presentations by our national 
and local lecturers given just 
prior to exams. These lectures 
give a complete and thorough 
overview of many of your sec-
ond and third year classes. 
_ '--"'" __ _ 
Fight the fear oflearning law 
by the sink-or-swim methods 
used by 1:10St law schools. Let 
Law School ABC's teach you the 
basic study and exam writing 
skills used by successful law sfu-
dents. Fill the void between 
mastering the subject matter and 
writing it all during the exam. 
Law School ABC's teaches 
students the skills necessary to 
succeed in law school. Skills such 
as briefing cases, selecting supplemental mater~als, participating in -
classroom discussions, ta~ng lecture notes, synthesizing and outlinirig 
the course materials; studying for exams, spotting issues, developing 
an analysis, pianaging your time, and writing exams that make the 
grade are all covered in the Law School ABC's workshops. 
Each Law School ABC'.s ·workshop is conducted by an experi-
enced teacher of law school skills. Students will learn using hands-
on, interactive exercises, and all workshop participants receive the 
Law School ABC's workbook, developed and written by academic 
assistance professors. All at no additional charge. 
M'lJLTIS1TATE PROFESSIONAL ' 
. R1Es·P0..~~JBI~~,- E~J¥i _ (MPRE)·". 
-- 'J'.he Multistat~ P\if~~¥~pa1 Re~on~bilityExanlwijl Ii~¥ 9.t .; 
you11.first.en(Jounte11w'ith the . Bar .EX:!li'.11 ~n<:e qaiifornia~ows y()u 
-·ta take. the MPRE .whilciyoii {lie in~w-~ot.ll. Many stt1dents !:ake 
't~e fvil>RE during·,their secq~~ 01; ~- ,y,yar. 
·· B.AlVBRI giv; u c9mplet~ ~re tion f~r,~e MPRE With a 
l~ctu~ .• Slfbstan . ~ and pm . . A ,comprehensive 4 . 
,'.'.h9lir 1ectute reii q~ edmiques ,i;ieeded to 
'tacj:le lhe .Ml\' __ _  _ _  "" , ,. _ _  , . . . ,, ·-·-
' t~,tµ'l/BRI prpvi~es ~ detailed s.ulistanpte pUtline mitten by PXP-
fessor ,Ricbap:i WYdick;~biGh <;<>vers alJ aspeCts of the MPRE ~-
Adclj,tionally;0students .receive three MPRX;,. practice e~ CO{ltain- ,, 
ing actQ.al MPR.E qu;estiQns rel~asttd by, tite Nab:onal Conference 
ofB;rr Examiners with analYticil. answ - '" ' -~-
)'•' 
BAR/BR I 1-800.-995-5227 
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